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LIFTING PSEUDO-HOLOMORPHIC POLYGONS TO THE
SYMPLECTISATION OF P ×R AND APPLICATIONS
GEORGIOS DIMITROGLOU RIZELL
Abstract. Let R × (P × R) be the symplectisation of the contactisa-
tion of an exact symplectic manifold P , and let R × Λ be a cylinder
over a Legendrian submanifold of the contactisation. We show that a
pseudo-holomorphic polygon in P having boundary on the projection
of Λ can be lifted to a pseudo-holomorphic disc in the symplectisation
having boundary on R×Λ. It follows that Legendrian contact homology
may be equivalently defined by counting either of these objects. Using
this result, we give a proof of Seidel’s isomorphism of the linearised Leg-
endrian contact homology induced by an exact Lagrangian filling and
the singular homology of the filling.
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1. Introduction
Legendrian contact homology is a Legendrian isotopy invariant which
was introduced in [15] by Eliashberg, Givental, and Hofer, and in [6] by
Chekanov. It associates the so-called Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra to a
Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ (Y, λ) of a contact manifold with a choice of
contact form. This is a non-commutative differential graded algebra (DGA
for short), which is freely generated by the set of Reeb chords on Λ. Roughly
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speaking, the differential counts rigid pseudo-holomorphic discs in a certain
symplectic manifold associated to Y endowed with a compatible almost com-
plex structure, where the discs are determined by Λ and its Reeb chords.
See Section 3 for definitions of the above geometric objects and Section 4
for an introduction to Legendrian contact homology.
The Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra depends on the choice of representative
of the Legendrian isotopy class as well as on the compatible almost complex
structure, but its homotopy type has been shown to be invariant under
these choices for a wide range of ambient contact manifolds (Y, λ). It should
however be pointed out that, even though there are many contact manifolds
where the invariant has been rigorously defined, there still are transversality
issues that remain to be solved in order for the construction to work for a
general contact manifold.
The version developed by Chekanov in [6] was the first rigorous construc-
tion of Legendrian contact homology, where it was defined for Legendrian
submanifolds of the standard contact three-space
(C× R, dz − ydx).
Here z is a coordinate on the R-factor. Legendrian contact homology was
generalised to the standard contact (2n + 1)-space(
C
n × R, dz −
n∑
i=1
yidxi
)
in [10] by Ekholm, Etnyre and Sullivan. The same authors [13] later ex-
tended this construction to a general contactisation
(P × R, dz + θ)
of an exact symplectic manifold (P, dθ), were P is assumed to satisfy certain
technical conditions.
The canonical projection
ΠLag : P × R→ P
of a contactisation is called the Lagrangian projection, and will be heavily
used in this paper. Observe that the Reeb chords on a Legendrian subman-
ifold Λ ⊂ (P ×R, dz+θ) coincide with the self-intersections of ΠLag(Λ), and
that (after a suitable perturbation) we may assume the latter to be a finite
set of transverse double-points.
Fix a compatible almost complex structure JP on (P, dθ), let a, b1, . . . , bm
be double-points of ΠLag(Λ), and write b = b1 · . . . · bm. We are interested
in the moduli spaces
Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP )
of JP -holomorphic polygons u : (D
2, ∂D2)→ (P,ΠLag(Λ)) having one posi-
tive boundary-puncture that is mapped to the double-point a, and m neg-
ative boundary-punctures that are mapped to the double-points b1, . . . , bm,
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where the boundary-punctures moreover appear in this cyclic order with re-
spect to the orientation of the boundary. See Section 4.2.1 for more details.
The differential in the above versions of Legendrian contact homology is
defined by counting rigid JP -holomorphic polygons, that is, solutions inside
a moduli space as above that moreover is required to be zero-dimensional.
The above construction of Legendrian contact homology obviously de-
pends heavily on the existence of the projection ΠLag. Consequently it does
not extend to a general contact manifold.
Following the philosophy of symplectic field theory [15], relative sym-
plectic field theory was constructed in [8] by Ekholm. This construction
can be specialised to give a Legendrian contact homology for more general
contact manifolds (Y, λ), where λ satisfies certain technical assumptions.
For example, this version is well-defined and satisfy invariance for the stan-
dard contact spheres (S2n+1, λ), equipped with a certain perturbation of the
standard contact form. We will however only be interested in applying this
theory to contactisations (P ×R, dz + θ), where it also is well-defined.
Fix a cylindrical almost complex structure J on the symplectisation (R×
Y, d(etλ)) of a contact manifold (Y, λ), where t is a coordinate on the R-
factor. Let a, b1, . . . , bm be Reeb chords on Λ and write b = b1 · . . . · bm. We
are interested in the moduli spaces
Ma;b(R× Λ;J)
of J-holomorphic discs u˜ : (D2, ∂D2) → (R × (P × R),R × Λ) having one
positive boundary-puncture asymptotic to the Reeb chord a at t = +∞, and
m negative boundary-punctures asymptotic to the Reeb chords b1, . . . , bm
at t = −∞, where the boundary-punctures moreover appear in this cyclic
order with respect to the orientation of the boundary. Observe that, since
J is cylindrical, these moduli-spaces have a natural R-action induced by
translations of the t-coordinate. See Section 4.2.2 for more details.
The latter definition of Legendrian contact homology is equipped with a
differential defined by counting non-trivial J-holomorphic discs (that is, not
coinciding with a trivial strip R × c over a Reeb chord) as defined above,
that moreover are required to be rigid up to translation.
This version of Legendrian contact homology has the advantage that it
fits more directly into the algebraic framework of symplectic field theory
[15]. Indeed, it was shown in [8] that an exact Lagrangian cobordism in
R× Y between Legendrian submanifolds induce a DGA-morphism between
the respective Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras.
It is a natural question whether the two versions of Legendrian contact
homology defined for a contactisation, as described above, are equivalent.
This has been expected and, indeed, was shown to be true for the standard
contact three-space C× R in [16, Theorem 7.7].
Also, in [11, Lemma 2.13] a generalisation of this result to the general
contact (2n + 1)-space Cn × R was outlined. One goal of this paper is to
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fill in the technical details of this proof, and also to obtain the result for
Legendrian contact homology in general contactisations.
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2. Results
In the following we will always assume that JP is a compatible almost
complex structure on (P, dθ) for which (P, dθ, JP ) has finite geometry at
infinity, see [13, Definition 2.1]. For instance, if (P, dθ) is symplectomorphic
to the completion of a Liouville domain, such almost complex structures
always exist. Also, this is true for the cotangent bundle of a smooth (not
necessarily closed) manifold with its standard symplectic structure.
The main result is the following. Suppose that we are given a compatible
almost complex structure JP on (P, dθ) and a Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂
(P × R, dz + θ) satisfying some technical, not too restrictive, assumptions.
It follows that JP -holomorphic polygons in P with boundary on ΠLag(Λ)
lift to pseudo-holomorphic discs in the symplectisation R × (P × R) with
boundary on R × Λ. As a direct consequence, it will follow that the two
versions of Legendrian contact homology discussed above are equivalent.
An exact Lagrangian filling (inside the symplectisation) of a Legendrian
submanifold Λ ⊂ R× P is an exact Lagrangian submanifold
L ⊂ (R× (P × R), d(et(dz + θ)))
that coincides with the cylinder (N,+∞)× Λ outside of a compact set.
We use the above result for computing the wrapped Floer homology of
the pair consisting of an exact Lagrangian filling and a small push-off of
itself. This computation is then used to deduce properties of the linearised
Legendrian contact homology of Λ. In particular, we will prove that the lin-
earised Legendrian contact cohomology induced by the filling is isomorphic
to the singular homology of the filling, a result that was first observed by
Seidel.
A proof of Seidel’s isomorphism was outlined in [9], but there it depends
on a conjectural analytical lemma. We will prove this theorem following
a similar strategy, but we will circumvent the analytical difficulties of the
latter lemma by establishing only its algebraic consequences.
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2.1. Lifting pseudo-holomorphic polygons to the symplectisation.
A compatible almost complex structure JP on P lifts to a unique cylindrical
(see Section 3.4) almost complex structure J˜P on the symplectisation
(R× (P × R), d(et(dz + θ)))
determined by the requirement that the canonical projection
πP : R× (P × R)→ P
is (J˜P , JP )-holomorphic, that is, (DπP )J˜P = JP (DπP ).
Let Λ ⊂ P ×R be a fixed chord-generic closed, not necessarily connected,
Legendrian submanifold. We will be interested in almost complex structures
JP that are regular for the moduli spaces Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ), i.e. chosen so
that the latter moduli spaces are transversely cut out.
In order to guarantee the existence of regular almost complex structures,
the following real-analyticity condition will be used repeatedly.
(RA) There is a neighbourhood U ⊂ P of the double-points Q(Λ) of ΠLag(Λ)
in which JP is integrable and ΠLag(Λ) is real-analytic.
To that end, by [13, Proposition 2.3, Lemma 4.5] it follows that a compatible
almost complex structure on P satisfying (RA) can be made regular after
an arbitrarily small perturbation having compact support inside U \ Q(Λ).
Observe that if JP is integrable in some neighbourhood of the double-
points of ΠLag(Λ), one can perturb Λ by a Legendrian isotopy to make its
projection real-analytic in some, possibly smaller, neighbourhood containing
the double-points. Alternatively, given any Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ P×
R, it is always possible to construct a compatible almost complex structure
that satisfies (RA).
Theorem 2.1. Let JP be a regular compatible almost complex structure on
(P, dθ) that is integrable in some neighbourhood of the double-points of the
generic Lagrangian immersion ΠLag(Λ), and let J˜P be the cylindrical lift of
JP to the symplectisation of (P × R, dz + θ). It follows that πP induces a
diffeomorphism
Ma;b(R× Λ; J˜P )/R→Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ),
u˜ 7→ πP ◦ u˜,
where J˜P moreover is regular for the moduli spaces Ma;b(R× Λ; J˜P ).
We refer to Section 7 for the proof.
Remark 2.2. In the case when
(P = C, θ = xdy = −(1/2)d(x2)(JP ·), JP = i),
the fact that the above map is a bijection follows from [16, Theorem 7.7].
We generalise this result to triples (P, θ = −dα(JP ·), JP ) where α : P → R
is a smooth and strictly JP -convex function. See Lemma 7.1 together with
Remark 7.2 below. Note that Theorem 2.1 is stronger, since it also asserts
that the lifted cylindrical almost complex structure is regular.
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By the above theorem, the JP -holomorphic polygons in the definition
of the Legendrian contact homology differential given in [13] correspond
bijectively to the J˜P -holomorphic discs in the definition of the differential
given in [9]. The following corollary thus immediately follows.
Corollary 2.3. Let Λ ⊂ P × R be a chord-generic Legendrian submanifold
of a contactisation. There are choices of regular compatible almost complex
structures for which the two versions of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra
(with coefficients in Z2) as defined in [13] and [15], respectively, become
equal.
Remark 2.4. Coherent orientations for the moduli spaces of JP -holomorphic
polygons in exact symplectic manifolds with boundary on ΠLag(Λ) were de-
fined in [12], under the additional assumption that Λ is spin. The version
of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra in [13] can thus be defined over Z in
this case. However, coherent orientations have not yet been worked out in
detail for the corresponding moduli spaces in the symplectisation. This is
the reason why we only acquire the result for coefficients in Z2. It is of
course expected that the latter moduli spaces can be coherently oriented as
well, and that the diffeomorphism in Theorem 2.1 is orientation preserving.
2.2. Applications. For simplicity we will only consider the case when the
symplectic manifold (P, dθ) has vanishing Chern class and Λ ⊂ P × R has
vanishing Maslov class. We will furthermore assume that the Lagrangian
fillings considered have vanishing Maslov class. In this case all gradings can
be taken in Z. The below results hold in the general situation as well, but
the grading has then to be chosen in an appropriate group Zµ.
An augmentation of a unital DGA (A•, ∂) over Z2 is a unital DGA-
morphism
ǫ : (A•, ∂)→ (Z2, 0).
Augmentations can be used to define the so called linearisation of the DGA,
which is a complex over Z2 spanned by the generators. See Section 4.4 for
more details. If the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra has an augmentation, then
we use
CL•(Λ) = (Z2〈Q〉, dǫ)
to denote the corresponding linearised co-complex, where Q(Λ) denotes the
set of Reeb chords on Λ. We will use HCL•(Λ; ǫ) to denote the homology
of this co-complex.
Observe that the cohomology depends on the choice of augmentation,
but that the set of isomorphism classes of all linearised Legendrian contact
homologies is a Legendrian isotopy invariant (also, see Remark 4.2).
It is shown in [9, Theorem 1.1] that, in accordance with the principles of
symplectic field theory, an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ induces an augmen-
tation of its Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra. For augmentations arising this
way, there are some strong consequences for the corresponding linearised
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Legendrian contact cohomology. Namely, by using Theorem 2.1 we prove
Theorem 6.2, of which the following is a direct consequence.
Theorem 2.5 (Seidel, Conjecture 1.2 in [9]). Let Λ ⊂ P × R be a closed
Legendrian n-dimensional submanifold which has an exact Lagrangian filling
L ⊂ R × (P × R) inside the symplectisation. It follows that there is an
isomorphism
δ : Hn−•(L)→ HCL
•(Λ; ǫ),
where ǫ is the augmentation induced by the filling.
The proof, the idea of which goes back to Seidel, was given in [8] but
there depends on the conjectural [9, Lemma 4.11]. The idea is to use the
relation between the wrapped Floer homology of an exact Lagrangian filling
and the linearised Legendrian contact cohomology of its end (also, see [3]),
together with the observation that wrapped Floer homology vanishes inside
symplectisations of contactisations (see Proposition 5.12).
Wrapped Floer homology is a version of Lagrangian intersection Floer
homology, originally defined in [17] by Floer, generalised to non-compact
exact Lagrangian submanifold inside a Liouville domain. It first appeared
in the literature in [2]. Different versions have later been developed in [4],
[3], [18] and [9]. We will be using the latter version, which is outlined in
Section 5.
The below corollary of [9, Conjecture 1.2] was also shown in [9], but its
proof again depends on the the conjectural [9, Lemma 4.11]. We will not
give a proof of this lemma, but Theorem 6.2 below establishes a result that
gives the same information on the algebraic level. See Remark 6.3 for a
further discussion. This result is sufficient in order to establish
Corollary 2.6 (Corollary 1.3 in [9]). Let Λ ⊂ P ×R be a closed Legendrian
n-dimensional submanifold which has an exact Lagrangian filling L ⊂ R ×
(P ×R). The diagram below is commutative, where the horizontal sequences
are exact, the upper sequence is the long exact sequence for the singular
homology of a pair, and where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
// Hk+1(Λ) //
id

Hk+1(L) //
δ

Hk+1(L,Λ) //
H−1◦δ′

Hk(Λ)
id

//
// Hk+1(Λ)
σ
// HCLn−k−1(Λ; ǫ) // HCLk(Λ; ǫ)
ρ
// Hk(Λ) //
Here H :=
(
ρ η
)t
, δ :=
(
g σ
)
, δ′ :=
(
γ g
)t
where we refer to Section 6.1
for the definition of ρ, η, and σ, and to Theorem 6.2 for the definition of g
and γ.
The long exact sequence at the bottom is the one constructed in [14, The-
orem 1.1], where we have used Theorem 2.1 above to translate these results
to the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra defined in terms of the symplectisation
(see Section 6.1).
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Remark 2.7. The original formulation of [14, Theorem 1.1] requires Λ ⊂
P ×R to be horizontally displaceable, i.e. that ΠLag(Λ) ⊂ P can be displaced
from itself by a Hamiltonian isotopy. However, Proposition 5.13 shows that
the results in [14] also apply for the linearised Legendrian contact homology
induced by an exact Lagrangian filling in R×(P×R). The reason is that such
a filling always is displaceable, as follows from the proof of Proposition 5.12.
Observe that this holds even in the case when the Legendrian submanifold
itself is not horizontally displaceable (see Example 5.14).
Finally we note that results analogous to Theorem 2.5 and Corollary
2.6 for the generating family homology have been obtained in [22] under the
assumption that the Legendrian submanifold and its filling posses generating
families.
3. General definitions
3.1. Symplectic and contact manifolds. A contact manifold (Y, ξ) is a
smooth (2n + 1)-dimensional manifold Y together with a maximally non-
integrable field of tangent hyperplanes ξ. We will consider the case when
ξ = ker λ for a fixed one-form λ, the so called contact form. Maximal non-
integrability in this case means that the (2n + 1)-form
λ ∧ (dλ)∧n 6= 0
is nowhere vanishing.
An n-dimensional submanifold Λ ⊂ (Y, ξ) of a (2n + 1)-dimensional con-
tact manifold is called Legendrian if it is tangent to ξ. Two Legendrian
submanifolds are Legendrian isotopic if they are smoothly isotopic through
Legendrian submanifolds. Determining Legendrian isotopy classes is an im-
portant, but subtle, question in contact geometry.
A choice of a contact form λ on Y determines the so called Reeb vector
field R by
λ(R) = 1, ιRdλ = 0.
An integral-curve of R starting and ending on two different sheets of Λ is
called a Reeb chord.
A symplectic manifold (X,ω) is an even-dimensional manifold together
with a closed non-degenerate two-form. An n-dimensional submanifold
L ⊂ (X,ω) of a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold is called Lagrangian
if ω|TL = 0.
We say that the symplectic manifold is exact if ω is exact. Observe
that an exact symplectic manifold never is closed. An immersion of an
n-dimensional manifold L into an exact symplectic 2n-manifold (X, dθ) is
called exact Lagrangian if the pull-back of θ to L is an exact one-form.
The contactisation of an exact symplectic manifold (P, dθ) is the contact
manifold
(P ×R, dz + θ),
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where z is a coordinate on the R-factor. For this choice of contact form, the
Reeb vector field is given by R = ∂z.
The canonical projection
ΠLag : P × R→ P
is called the Lagrangian projection and it is easily checked that if Λ ⊂ P ×R
is Legendrian, then ΠLag(Λ) ⊂ (P, dθ) is an exact Lagrangian immersion.
Observe that the self-intersections of ΠLag(Λ) correspond bijectively to the
Reeb chords on Λ.
Example 3.1. The one-jet space of a smooth manifold M can be endowed
with a natural contact form
(J1(M) = T ∗M × R, dz + θM ),
where θM is minus the canonical one-form (also often called the Liouville
form). This is also the archetypal example of a contactisation. The canonical
one-form is given by
∑
i yidx
i in local canonical coordinates on T ∗M , i.e.
in coordinates of the form (xi, yidxi) for some choice of local coordinates
xi on M . Specialising to the case M = R
n we obtain the standard contact
(2n+ 1)-space.
3.2. Hamiltonian isotopies. A smooth time-dependent Hamiltonian
Hs : X → R
on a symplectic manifold (X,ω) gives rise to the corresponding Hamiltonian
vector field XHs on X, which is determined by
ιXHsω = dHs.
We denote the induced one-parameter flow by
R×X → X,
(s, x) 7→ φsH(x),
which can be seen to preserve the symplectic form. A Hamiltonian isotopy
is an isotopy of a symplectic manifold induced by a Hamiltonian as above.
It follows by Weinstein’s Lagrangian neighbourhood theorem that any
one-parameter family of exact Lagrangian embeddings can be realised by a
time-dependent Hamiltonian isotopy of the ambient symplectic manifold.
3.3. Exact Lagrangian cobordisms and fillings. The symplectisation
of a contact manifold (Y, λ) is the exact symplectic manifold
(R× Y, d(etλ)),
where t is a coordinate on the R-factor. It is easily checked that Λ ⊂ (Y, λ)
is Legendrian if and only if the cylinder R× Λ ⊂ R× Y is Lagrangian.
An exact Lagrangian cobordism L (inside the symplectisation) from the
Legendrian submanifold Λ− to Λ+ is an exact Lagrangian submanifold in
R× Y which coincides with
((−∞,−N)× Λ−) ∪ ((N,+∞)× Λ+), N > 0,
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outside of a compact subset L∩{t ∈ [−N,N ]}. We moreover require there to
exist a primitive of the pull-back of etλ to L that is constant when restricted
to either of the ends L ∩ {t ≤ −N} or L ∩ {t ≥ N} (this is automatically
satisfied if the end is connected). In the case Λ− = ∅, we say that L is an
exact Lagrangian filling of Λ+.
Suppose that V is an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ− to Λ0 and that
W is an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ0 to Λ+. We also assume that
V and W have been translated appropriately in the t-direction, in order for
V ∩ {t ≥ −1} = [−1,+∞)× Λ0,
W ∩ {t ≤ 1} = (−∞, 1]× Λ0,
to hold. We may then define the concatenation of V and W to be
V ⊙W := ({t ≤ 0} ∩ V ) ∪ ({t ≥ 0} ∩W ),
which is a Lagrangian cobordism from Λ− to Λ+. In the case when V and
W are exact, it follows that the concatenation is exact as well.
Consider the translation
τs : R× Y → R× Y,
τs(t, y) = (s + t, y).
For each s ≥ 0 we also define the concatenation
V ⊙s W := ({t ≤ 0} ∩ V ) ∪ ({t ≥ 0} ∩ τs(W )),
which by construction is cylindrical in the set {−1 ≤ t ≤ 1 + s}.
Observe that all the concatenations V ⊙s W are Hamiltonian isotopic.
3.4. Almost complex structures. An almost complex structure J onX is
a bundle-endomorphism of TX satisfying J2 = −id. We say that an almost
complex structure J on a symplectic manifold (X,ω) is compatible with the
symplectic form if ω(·, J ·) is a Riemannian metric on X, and tamed by the
symplectic form if ω(v, Jv) > 0 whenever v 6= 0. It is well-known that the
spaces of such almost complex structures are non-empty and contractible.
An almost complex structure on the symplectisation (R × Y, d(etλ)) of
(Y, λ) is said to be cylindrical if it is compatible with the symplectic form,
invariant under translations of the t-coordinate, satisfies J∂t = R, and pre-
serves the contact-planes ker λ ⊂ TY .
3.4.1. The almost complex structure induced by a metric. Assume that we
are given a Lagrangian immersion
ι : L→ (X,ω)
with transverse double-points. Here we describe how to construct a com-
patible almost complex structure in a neighbourhood of ι(L) induced by the
choice of a Riemannian metric on L.
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By Weinstein’s Lagrangian neighbourhood theorem, the immersion ι can
be extended to a symplectic immersion
ι˜ : (D∗L, dθL)→ (X,ω)
of the co-disc bundle (D∗L, dθL) ⊂ (T
∗L, dθL), with fibres of sufficiently
small radius. We require that ι˜ restricts to ι along the zero-section.
Constructing ι˜ with some care, we can moreover make it satisfy the fol-
lowing property. Let Q ⊂ ΠLag(L) be the set of double-points. We require
there to be disjoint neighbourhoods
pi ∈ Uq,i ⊂ L, i = 1, 2,
{p1, p2} = Π
−1
Lag(q),
for each q ∈ Q, and diffeomorphisms ϕq,i : Uq,i → D
n to the n-disc, such
that
(ι˜|D∗Uq,2 ◦ ϕ
∗
q,2)
−1 ◦ (ι˜|D∗Uq,1 ◦ ϕ
∗
q,1) : D
∗Dn → D∗Dn,
(q,p) 7→ (−p,q),
holds in some neighbourhood of the zero-section.
Let g be the choice of a Riemannian metric on L that coincides with the
Euclidean metric in the above coordinates ϕq,i : Uq,i → D
n, where Uq,i is a
neighbourhood of the pre-image of a double-point. The metric g determines
a compatible almost complex structure Jg on (T
∗L, dθL) as follows.
First, the metric g induces the Levi-Civita connection on the cotangent
bundle π : T ∗L → L which, in turn, determines the horizontal subbundle
Hx ⊂ TxT
∗L for every x ∈ T ∗L. The horizontal subbundle is a complement
of the corresponding vertical subbundle Vx := ker(Tπ)x. There are canonical
identifications Hx ≃ Tπ(x)L and Vx ≃ T
∗
π(x)L.
We define Jg by requiring that JgHx = Vx and that, for the horizontal
vector identified with h ∈ Tπ(x)L, the vertical vector Jgh is identified with
the covector g(h, ·) ∈ T ∗π(x)L. We refer to [14, Remark 6.1] for an expression
of this almost complex structure in local coordinates.
Finally, the almost complex structure Jg can be pushed forward using ι˜
to a compatible almost complex structure in a neighbourhood of ι(L), as
required. Observe that Jg satisfies (RA) since, by construction, there are
holomorphic coordinates near each double-point in which the two intersect-
ing sheets of ι(L) coincide with Re (Cn) ∪ Im (Cn).
3.4.2. Adjusted triples (f, g, J). Again, we consider a Lagrangian immersion
ι(L) ⊂ X as above. Also, let f : L→ R be a Morse function, g a Riemannian
metric on L, and J an almost complex structure on X. We say that the
triple (f, g, JP ) is adjusted to ι(L) (see [13, Section 6.3.1]) given that the
following holds.
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• In a neighbourhood of ι(L) ⊂ X, the compatible almost complex
structure JP is induced by the metric g on L as above. In partic-
ular, we require each pre-image of a double-point to have a neigh-
bourhood Uq,i ⊂ L with coordinates ϕq,i : Uq,i → D
n in which g is
the Euclidean metric.
• The function f is real-analytic and without critical points in the
above coordinates ϕq,i : Uq,i → D
n near the pre-image of a double-
point.
• The eigenvalues of the Hessian of f (with respect to the metric g)
at a critical point all have the same absolute values.
By [13, Lemma 6.5] it follows that there are triples (f, g, JP ) adjusted to
ΠLag(Λ) for which (f, g) is a Morse-Smale pair, and such that JP is regular.
The importance of adjusted triples comes from the fact that [13, Theorem
3.6] applies to them. This establishes an identification of JP -holomorphic
discs on the two-copy of ΠLag(Λ) with (generalised) JP -holomorphic discs
on ΠLag(Λ), in case when the two-copy is obtained by pushing ΠLag(Λ) off
itself using df ⊂ D∗Λ. We refer to Section 6.1 for more details.
4. Background on Legendrian contact homology
In the following, we assume that Λ ⊂ P × R is a closed Legendrian sub-
manifold which is chord generic, that is, ΠLag(Λ) is a generic immersion
whose self-intersections thus consist of transverse double-points. Observe
that this always can be assumed to hold after an arbitrarily C1-small Leg-
endrian isotopy. In particular, it follows that the set Q(Λ) of Reeb chords
on Λ is finite.
Recall that we require there to exist compatible almost complex structures
JP on P for which (P, dθ, JP ) has finite geometry at infinity, as defined in
[13, Definition 2.1]. Also, we will only consider almost complex structures
on P of this kind. Given that one such almost complex structure exists, this
condition is however not too restrictive. Namely, any deformation of such a
compatible almost complex structure still satisfies this property, given that
the deformation is supported inside a compact subset of P .
4.1. The grading. To each Reeb chord c on Λ we associate a grading
|c| = CZ(Γc)− 1,
where Γc is a path of Lagrangian tangent-planes in C
n associated to c, and
where CZ(Γc) denotes the Conley-Zehnder index of this path as defined in
[10]. The path Γc is obtained as follows.
One says that a Reeb chord is pure if its endpoints lie on the same com-
ponent of Λ and, otherwise, one says that it is mixed.
In the case when c is a pure Reeb chord we let Γc be the tangent-planes
of ΠLag(Λ) along the choice of a capping path γc of c, which is a continu-
ous path on Λ with starting-point (respectively end-point) at the end-point
(respectively starting-point) of c. Furthermore, we assume that ΠLag(γc) is
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null-homologous in P and we choose a symplectic trivialisation of TP along
ΠLag(γc) induced by a chain bounding ΠLag(γc).
This construction provides a well-defined grading of the pure Reeb chords
modulo the Maslov number of Λ and twice the first Chern number of P . For
simplicity, we will in the following assume both to be zero.
For a mixed Reeb chord there is obviously no capping path in the above
sense. Instead, we proceed as follows. Fix points p, q on two different
components of Λ, together with a path γ in P connecting p and q. Also,
fix the choice of a path of Lagrangian planes in TP along γ starting at
TpΠLag(Λ) and ending at TqΠLag(Λ).
For each mixed Reeb chord c from the component containing p to the
component containing q, we construct a capping path by choosing a path on
Λ from the end-point of c to p, followed by γ, and finally followed by a choice
of path on Λ from q to the starting-point of c. Joining the corresponding
paths of Lagrangian tangent-planes of ΠLag(Λ) with the above choices of
Lagrangian planes along γ, we get the desired path Γc.
It should be pointed out that the grading of the mixed Reeb chords start-
ing and ending at two fixed components of Λ depend on the above choice
of a curve γ together with the path of Lagrangian planes along this curve.
However, given two Reeb chords both whose starting-points and end-points
are located on Λ1 and Λ2, respectively, the difference in grading between
these two chords is independent of these choices.
4.2. The relevant moduli spaces. The differential in Legendrian contact
homology is defined by a count of certain pseudo-holomorphic discs. We
begin with the definitions of the moduli spaces that contain these discs.
4.2.1. The moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic polygons. Fix a compatible
almost complex structure JP on P . Given double-points a, b1, . . . , bm of
ΠLag(Λ), and writing b := b1 · . . . · bm, we let
Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP )
denote the moduli space of continuous maps
u : (D2, ∂D2)→ (P,ΠLag(Λ)),
which are smooth in the interior, where they moreover satisfy
∂JP (u) := du+ JP du ◦ i = 0.
Furthermore, we require there to bem+1 distinct boundary points p0, . . . , pm,
appearing in this cyclic order relative to the boundary orientation, such that
the following holds.
• The map u|∂D2\{pi} has a continuous lift to Λ under ΠLag.
• u maps p0 to a and the z-coordinate of the above lift of u|∂D2\{pi}
is required to make a positive jump when traversing p0 in positive
direction according to the boundary orientation.
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• u maps pi to bi for i > 0 and the z-coordinate of the above lift of
u|∂D2\{pi} is required to make a negative jump when traversing pi in
positive direction according to the boundary orientation.
Finally, two solutions are identified if they differ by a biholomorphism of the
domain. We refer to p0 as a positive boundary puncture mapping to a, and
to pi with i > 0 as a negative boundary puncture mapping to bi. We will
refer to the above above discs as pseudo-holomorphic polygons.
4.2.2. The moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic discs with strip-like ends in
the symplectisation. Here we assume that V ⊂ (R× (P ×R), d(et(dz + θ)))
is an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ− to Λ+.
Fix a compatible almost complex structure J on R × (P × R) which we
require to be cylindrical outside of some set of the form [−N,N ]× (P ×R).
Given Reeb chords a ∈ Q(Λ+) and b1, . . . , bm ∈ Q(Λ−), and writing b :=
b1 · . . . · bm, we let
Ma;b(V ;J)
denote the moduli space of continuous maps
u˜ = (α, u) : (D˙2, ∂D˙2)→ (R × (P × R), V )
which are smooth in the interior, where they moreover satisfy
∂J(u˜) := du˜+ Jdu˜ ◦ i = 0.
Here D˙2 = D2 \ {p0, . . . , pm} for a fixed choice of m + 1 distinct points
p0, . . . , pm ∈ ∂D
2, appearing in this cyclic order relative to the boundary
orientation, and i is some conformal structure on D˙2.
We moreover require that u˜ has the following asymptotical behaviour.
Let γc(t) : [0, ℓ(c)] → P × R be the parametrisation of a Reeb chord c on
Λ for which γ′c(t) = ∂z. Also, for each Reeb chord on Λ, we fix a contact-
form preserving identification of a neighbourhood of the Reeb chord with
(D∗Dn × R, dz + θDn).
• Let s+ it be coordinates on D˙2 induced by a biholomorphic identi-
fication of D2 with the strip {s+ it; 0 ≤ t ≤ ℓ(a)} ⊂ C under which
p0 corresponds to s = +∞. We require there to be s0 ∈ R and λ > 0
such that
‖(α, u)(s + it)− (s+ s0, γa(t))‖ ≤ e
−λ|s|
holds in the above coordinates, for all s > 0 sufficiently large.
• Let s+ it be coordinates on D˙2 induced by a biholomorphic identi-
fication of D2 with the strip {s+ it; 0 ≤ t ≤ ℓ(bi)} ⊂ C under which
pi corresponds to s = −∞. We require there to be s0 ∈ R and λ > 0
such that
‖(α, u)(s + it)− (s+ s0, γbi(t))‖ ≤ e
−λ|s|
holds in the above coordinates, for all s < 0 sufficiently small.
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Finally, two solutions are identified if they differ by a biholomorphism of
the domain. We refer to p0 as a positive boundary puncture asymptotic to
a, and to pi with i > 0 as a negative boundary puncture asymptotic to bi.
In the definition of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra we will consider the
cylindrical cobordism V = R×Λ and an almost complex structure J which
is cylindrical on all of the symplectisation. Observe that, in this case, the
above moduli spaces carry a natural R-action induced by translation of the
t-coordinate.
4.2.3. Energies. We will use the following notions of energies for the pseudo-
holomorphic discs of the two kinds considered above.
For a disc u : D2 → P , we define its symplectic area, also called dθ-energy,
by
Edθ(u) :=
∫
u
dθ.
Consider a J-holomorphic disc u˜ : D2 → R × (P × R) having boundary
on R × Λ, and where J is cylindrical. Following [5, Section 5.3], we define
its dθ and λ-energy by
Edθ(u˜) :=
∫
u˜
dθ,
Eλ(u˜) := sup
ρ∈C
∫
u˜
ρ(t)dt ∧ (dz + θ),
respectively, where C is the set of smooth functions ρ : R → R≥0 having
compact support and satisfying
∫
R
ρ(t)dt = 1.
To each Reeb chord c, we assign the action
ℓ(c) :=
∫
c
(dz + θ).
Given u ∈ Ma;b(R × Λ;J) and u˜ ∈ Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ), where J again is
assumed to be cylindrical, a calculation similar to [8, Lemma B.3] and [5,
Lemma 5.16] yields
0 ≤ Edθ(u) = Edθ(u˜) = ℓ(a)− (ℓ(b1) + . . .+ ℓ(bm)),
0 < Eλ(u˜) = ℓ(a).
Observe that the dθ-energy of a pseudo-holomorphic disc in P vanishes if
and only if the disc is constant, while the dθ-energy of a pseudo-holomorphic
disc in the symplectisation vanishes if and only if it is contained entirely in
a trivial strip R× c over a Reeb chord c.
4.2.4. Dimension formulae. We call an almost complex structure regular
if the appropriate moduli spaces are transversely cut out, and hence are
smooth finite-dimensional manifolds. In this case, it follows from the cal-
culation of the Fredholm index in [10, Section 6] (also see [13, Proposition
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2.3]), that the dimensions of the above moduli spaces are given by
dimMa;b(V ;J) = |a| − |b1| − . . .− |bm|,
dimMa;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ) = |a| − |b1| − . . .− |bm| − 1.
Recall that we here assume that the Maslov classes of V and Λ, as well as
the first Chern class of P , all vanish.
In particular, observe that
dimMa;b(R × Λ;J) = dimMa;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ) + 1.
In the case when J is cylindrical, the extra degree of freedom in the moduli
space of J-holomorphic discs on the left-hand side should be thought of as
coming from the translations of the t-coordinate.
Since the pseudo-holomorphic discs in Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ) have only one
positive puncture, any compatible almost complex structure on (P, dθ) sat-
isfying (RA) can be approximated by a regular almost complex structure
[13, Lemma 4.5].
Any solution u˜ ∈ Ma;b(V ;J) is necessarily always injective, i.e. it has an
interior-point x ∈ D for which u−1(u(x)) = {x} and du(x) 6= 0, as follows
by its asymptotical properties. The standard transversality argument [20,
Chapter 3] applies, showing that J can be made regular after an arbitrarily
small compactly supported perturbation.
Observe that more work is needed in order to find a regular J that is also
cylindrical. See [7] for the case without boundary. However, in our setting,
we will use Theorem 2.1 to deduce the regularity for the cylindrical lift J˜P
of a regular almost complex structure JP on P .
4.3. The Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra. Consider the unital graded Z2-
algebra A•(Λ) freely generated by the Reeb chords on Λ with grading de-
termined by the Conley-Zehnder index as above. The Chekanov-Eliashberg
algebra of Λ is the chain complex (A•(Λ), ∂), where the differential ∂ is
defined as follows.
Let a be a Reeb chord generator of the algebra. The differential given in
[13] is defined by
∂(a) :=
∑
|a|−|b|=1
|Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP )|b
for some choice of regular compatible almost complex structure JP on P .
Similarly, the differential given in [8] is defined by
∂(a) :=
∑
|a|−|b|=1
|Ma;b(R× Λ;J)/R|b
for some choice of regular cylindrical almost complex structure J on R ×
(P ×R). Observe that the dimension formula implies that the sum is taken
over zero-dimensional moduli spaces. Together with the Gromov-Hofer com-
pactness in [13] and [5], it follows that the above counts make sense.
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In both of the above cases the differential is extended to the whole algebra
via the Leibniz rule
∂(ab) = ∂(a)b+ a∂(b),
and it follows that ∂ is of degree −1. Moreover, the above formula for the
dθ-energy implies that the differential is action-decreasing, and hence that
there is an induced filtration of the complex A• induced by the action.
We now refer to the invariance results for the above two versions of Leg-
endrian contact homology, that is, the following holds for either of the above
two definitions of the boundary operator ∂.
Theorem 4.1 (Theorem 1.1 in [13], [8]). For a closed Legendrian subman-
ifold Λ ⊂ P × R of the contactisation of a Liouville domain, it is the case
that
• ∂2 = 0.
• The homotopy type of (A•(Λ), ∂) is independent of the choice of a
regular compatible almost complex structure, and invariant under
Legendrian isotopy.
4.4. Linearised Legendrian contact homology. The results in [8, Lemma
3.15] and [8, Section 4] show that an exact Lagrangian cobordism V from
Λ− to Λ+ induces a unital DGA-morphism
ΦV : (A(Λ+), ∂+)→ (A(Λ−), ∂−).
It is defined by counting rigid J-holomorphic discs in R × (P × R) having
boundary on L and boundary-punctures asymptotic to Reeb chords. Here
we require J to coincide with the cylindrical almost complex structures J±∞
in the sets {t ≥ N} and {t ≤ −N}, respectively, where N > 0 is sufficiently
large, and J±∞ are used in the definitions of the above Chekanov-Eliashberg
algebras. Again, we assume that the Maslov class of V vanishes.
In particular, as is also shown in [9], an exact Lagrangian filling L of Λ
together with an appropriate choice of almost complex structure induces a
unital DGA-morphism
ǫL : (A(Λ), ∂)→ (Z2, 0),
where the right-hand side is the trivial DGA. In general, a unital DGA-
morphism to (Z2, 0) is called an augmentation.
Given an augmentation ǫ of a semi-free DGA (A•, ∂), one can construct
the following chain complex. Define an algebra automorphism Ψǫ of A•
by prescribing Ψǫ(a) = a + ǫ(a) for each generator a. It follows that the
constant part of Ψǫ ◦ ∂ ◦ (Ψǫ)−1 vanishes and, consequently, its linear part
∂ǫ := (Ψ
ǫ ◦ ∂ ◦ (Ψǫ)−1)1
is itself a differential on the graded Z2-vector space A
1
• spanned by the
generators of A•. We call the chain complex (A
1
•, ∂ǫ) the linearisation of the
DGA induced by ǫ.
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Obviously, an augmentation of (A•, ∂) pulls back under a unital DGA-
morphism Φ : (A′•, ∂
′)→ (A•, ∂) to an augmentation ǫ
′ := ǫ ◦ Φ of (A′•, ∂
′).
Moreover, the map Ψǫ ◦Φ ◦ (Ψǫ
′
)−1 has vanishing constant part. We denote
its linear part by
Φǫ := (Ψ
ǫ ◦Φ ◦ (Ψǫ
′
)−1)1 : (A′1• , ∂
′
ǫ′)→ (A
1
•, ∂ǫ).
This can be seen to be a chain-map between the corresponding linearisations.
If the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of a Legendrian Λ has an augmenta-
tion ǫ, we denote the corresponding linearisation by
(CL•(Λ), ∂ǫ) := (A•(Λ)
1 = Z2〈Q(Λ)〉, ∂ǫ),
also called its linearised Legendrian contact homology complex. We use
HCL•(Λ; ǫ) to denote its homology. We will also use (CL
•(Λ), dǫ) to denote
the associated co-complex, and HCL•(Λ; ǫ) to denote the corresponding
cohomology.
The homotopy type of this complex does indeed depend on the choice
of augmentation. However, [6, Theorem 5.2] shows that the set of all iso-
morphism classes of linearised homologies is a Legendrian isotopy invariant.
This proof however depends on the invariance result for the version of the
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra as defined in [6] and [13], which gives more
than just invariance of the homotopy type; it establishes that the stable
tame isomorphism type of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra is a Legendrian
isotopy invariant.
Remark 4.2. A priori it is not clear from the invariance proof in [8] that
the stable tame isomorphism type of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra de-
fined using the symplectisation is an invariant. Of course, Theorem 2.1 is
one way to establish this result in the latter setting as well. In particular,
the invariance result [6, Theorem 5.2] for the linearised Legendrian contact
homology applies here as well.
We now recall the invariance property for the linearised contact homology
induced by a filling.
Theorem 4.3 (Theorems 1.1 and 2.1 in [9]). Let L ⊂ R×(P×R) be a filling
of Λ. The homotopy type of (CL•(Λ), dǫL) is independent of the choice of an
almost complex structure. Suppose that L′ is a filling of Λ′ that is isotopic
to L by a Hamiltonian isotopy supported in a set of the form R×K, where
K ⊂ P × R is compact. It follows that there is a homotopy equivalence
(CL•(Λ), dǫL) ≃ (CL
•(Λ′), dǫL′ ).
In the setting considered here, this invariance result can also be seen to
follow from techniques similar to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 6.2,
together with the invariance of wrapped Floer homology under Hamiltonian
isotopies (see Theorem 5.7).
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5. Background on wrapped Floer homology
We will now give an outline of wrapped Floer homology as defined in
[9]. Wrapped Floer homology is a Hamiltonian isotopy invariant of pairs
of exact Lagrangian fillings inside an exact symplectic manifold. Here we
will only consider the case when the ambient symplectic manifold is the
symplectisation of a contactisation, even though the theory is defined in
more generality.
In the following, we thus let L and L′ be exact Lagrangian fillings of Λ
and Λ′, respectively, inside the symplectisation of a contactisation
(R× (P × R), d(etλ)), λ := dz + θ,
where P is 2n-dimensional. To simplify the definition of the grading, we
assume that the Maslov class vanishes for both L and L′, and that P has
vanishing first Chern class.
5.1. Definition of the wrapped Floer homology complex. After a
generic Hamiltonian perturbation of L′ we may assume that L and L′ in-
tersect transversely in finitely many double-points, and that the Legendrian
link Λ ∪ Λ′ is embedded and chord-generic.
5.1.1. The graded vector space. Use c1, . . . , cl to denote the Reeb chords
starting on Λ and ending on Λ′, and x1, . . . , xk to denote the double-points
of L ∪ L′. We define the vector spaces
CF 0(L,L′) := Z2〈x1, . . . , xk〉,
CF∞(L,L′) := Z2〈c1, . . . , cl〉,
CF (L,L′) := CF 0(L,L′)⊕ CF∞(L,L′),
which we endow with the following grading.
Assume that both L and L′ are cylindrical in the set {t ≥ N} and consider
a function σ(t) : R → R≥0 satisfying σ
′(t) ≥ 0, σ(t) = 0 for t ≤ N , and
σ(t) = 1 for all sufficiently big t > 0. There is a Hamiltonian H : R× (P ×
R)→ R depending only on the t-coordinate, and whose Hamiltonian vector
field is given by
XH = −σ(t)∂z.
Its time-s flow φsH has the property that, for generic σ(t) and s > 0 suffi-
ciently large, the double-points of L∪φsH(L
′) appearing in {t ≥ N} are trans-
verse double-points which naturally are in bijective correspondence with the
Reeb chords starting on Λ and ending on Λ′. To see this, observe that φsH
wraps L′ in the negative Reeb-direction.
We fix a Legendrian lift of the exact Lagrangian immersion L∪φsH(L
′) to
the contactisation of the symplectisation, which moreover has the property
that all Reeb chords start on the lift of L. Using the constructions in Section
4.1, we can associate paths Γ of Lagrangian tangent-planes in the symplec-
tisation to each generator (considered as a mixed Reeb chord on the lift to
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the contactisation of the symplectisation). The gradings of the generators
are then defined to be
|xi| := CZ(Γxi), |ci| := CZ(Γci).
Remark 5.1. Observe that for a Reeb-chord generator ci, this grading
differs from the grading |ci|LCH in Section 4.1 obtained when considering ci
as a generator of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λ∪Λ′. More precisely,
the capping paths in P used for the grading |ci|LCH can be lifted to capping
paths in the symplectisation, and the corresponding gradings are related by
|ci| = |ci|LCH + 2.
Remark 5.2. Recall that the above grading is not canonical; the different
choices of paths of Lagrangian planes along the curve γ in the construction
given in Section 4.1 may induce a global shift in grading of CF•. However, in
the case when L′ is a sufficiently C1-small perturbation of L, which moreover
is assumed to be connected, a canonical grading is obtained as follows; we
choose both the path γ, and the path of Lagrangian planes along γ, to be
sufficiently close to constant paths.
5.1.2. The differential. Under the decomposition
CF•(L,L
′) = CF 0• (L,L
′)⊕ CF∞• (L,L
′)
the differential will be of the form
∂ :=
(
∂0 0
δ ∂∞
)
,
where the entries in the matrix are to be defined below. In other words, we
will construct the wrapped Floer homology complex as the mapping cone
(CF (L,L′), ∂) := Cone(δ)
of a chain-map δ.
We fix a compatible almost complex structure J on R × (P × R) which
coincides with the cylindrical almost complex structure J∞ in the set {t ≥
N} for some sufficiently big N > 0. In the following we assume that J is
regular for the below spaces of pseudo-holomorphic discs. To see how this
can be achieved, we refer to Section 5.1.6 below.
We will consider pseudo-holomorphic discs having boundary on L∪L′ and
boundary-punctures of which some are asymptotic to Reeb chords on the
Legendrian end, and some are mapped to double-points of L ∪ L′. We will
require that these pseudo-holomorphic discs satisfy the conditions in Section
4.2.2 outside of some compact set, and that they satisfy the conditions in
Section 4.2.1 in some neighbourhood of the punctures which are mapped to
double-points.
Recall that we have fixed a Legendrian lift of L∪L′ with the property that
every Reeb chord starts on L and ends on L′, and that this choice induces
a notion of positivity and negativity for the punctures of the latter kind.
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5.1.3. The sub-complex CF∞. The two fillings L and L′, together with
the almost complex structure J , induce augmentations ǫL and ǫL′ of the
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λ and Λ′, respectively. Here we let both
DGAs be defined using the cylindrical almost complex structure J∞.
There is an induced augmentation ǫL∪L′ of the Chekanov-Eliashberg alge-
bra of the Legendrian link Λ∪Λ′ which vanishes on generators corresponding
to chords between Λ and Λ′, and which takes the value ǫL and ǫL′ on gen-
erators corresponding to chords on Λ and Λ′, respectively.
The Reeb chords on Λ ∪ Λ′ starting on Λ and ending on Λ′ span a sub-
complex of the linearised Legendrian contact homology complex of the link
Λ ∪ Λ′. We will use
(CL•(Λ,Λ
′), ∂ǫL,ǫL′ ) ⊂ (CL•(Λ ∪ Λ
′), ∂ǫL∪L′ )
to denote this sub-complex. Also, we will let (CL•(Λ,Λ′), dǫL,ǫL′ ) denote the
corresponding co-complex and we will useHCL•(Λ,Λ′; ǫL, ǫL′) to denote the
corresponding cohomology.
We define ∂∞ by making the identification
(CF∞• (L,L
′), ∂∞) := (CL
•−2(Λ,Λ′), dǫL,ǫL′ ),
where we recall the above grading conventions.
5.1.4. The quotient-complex CF 0. We define the complex
(CF 0(L,L′), ∂0) := (Z2〈x1, . . . , xk〉, ∂0),
∂0(xi) =
∑
|xj|−|xi|=1
|Mxj ;xi(L ∪ L
′;J)|xj ,
whereMxj ;xi(L∪L
′;J) denotes the moduli space of J-holomorphic polygons
defined in Section 4.2.1. Recall that |xj | − |xi| − 1 is the dimension of this
moduli space in the case when J is regular. Since these polygons have only
two punctures, we will sometimes refer to them as strips.
Remark 5.3. Recall that we are considering a Legendrian lift of L ∪ L′ to
the contactisation of the symplectisation for which all Reeb chords start on
L and end on L′. The complex (CF 0(L,L′), ∂0) is in fact nothing else than
the linearised Legendrian contact cohomology complex of this lift. Note
that, since there are no pure Reeb chords on this Legendrian lift, there is a
canonical augmentation that maps every generator to zero.
One can associate an action ℓd(etλ) to every generator in (CF
0(L,L′), ∂0),
by associating to it the action of the corresponding Reeb chord for the above
choice of Legendrian lift of L∪L′. It follows that a pseudo-holomorphic strip
u ∈ Mxj ;xi(L ∪ L
′) has d(etλ)-area given by
0 < Ed(etλ)(u) = ℓd(etλ)(xj)− ℓd(etλ)(xi),
and that hence ∂0 is action-increasing with respect to the action ℓd(etλ).
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5.1.5. The chain map. There is a chain map
δ : (CF 0• (L,L
′), ∂0)→ (CL
•−1(Λ,Λ′), dǫL,ǫL′ ),
δ(xi) :=
∑
|cj|−|xi|=1
|Mcj ;xi(L ∪ L
′;J)|cj ,
where the moduli-space
Mcj ;xi(L ∪ L
′;J)
consists of J-holomorphic discs inside R×(P×R) having boundary on L∪L′,
a positive puncture asymptotic to the Reeb chord cj from Λ to Λ
′, and a
negative puncture mapping to the double-point xi ∈ L ∩ L
′.
Finally, observe that |cj | − |xi| − 1 is the dimension of the above moduli
space in the case when J is regular.
5.1.6. Finding regular almost complex structures. The following method can
be used to show the existence of almost complex structures that are regular
for the above moduli spaces. Recall that J is a compatible almost complex
structure on R× (P ×R) which coincides with a cylindrical almost complex
structure J∞ in the set {t ≥ N}.
By the discussion in Section 4.2.4, after a compactly supported perturba-
tion, we may assume that J is regular for the discs in the definition of the
augmentations. By Theorem 2.1 it follows that, after choosing J∞ to be the
cylindrical lift of a regular almost complex structure on P , we may assume
that J∞ is regular for all discs in the definition of ∂∞.
It remains to show that the moduli spaces in the definition of ∂0 and δ can
be made transversely cut out. Observe that these discs have exactly one and
two boundary punctures mapping to double-points, respectively. Assuming
that J satisfies (RA) in a neighbourhood of the double-points L ∩ L′, [13,
Lemma 4.5] again applies to show that J may be assumed to be regular for
these moduli-spaces after a compactly supported perturbation.
5.2. The transfer-map induced by an exact Lagrangian cobordism.
Let L and L′ be exact Lagrangian fillings of Λ and Λ′ as above, and let
V ⊂ R × (P × R) be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ′ to Λ′′. We
moreover assume that L and L′ are cylindrical in the set {t ≥ −1}.
Let J denote the regular almost complex structure on R× (P ×R) defin-
ing (CF•(L,L
′), ∂), which we assume coincides with the cylindrical almost
complex structure J∞ in the set {t ≥ −1}.
Assuming that V is cylindrical in the set {t ≤ 1}, recall the definition of
the concatenation
L′′s := L
′ ⊙s V, s ≥ 0,
given in Section 3.3, which is an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ′′. We assume
that L and L′′ intersect transversely. The double-points of L ∪ L′′s can be
decomposed as
L ∩ L′′s = (L ∩ L
′) ⊔ ((R× Λ) ∩ V ).
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Fix an almost complex structure JV which coincides with J∞ on {t ≤ 1}
and with the cylindrical almost complex structure J ′′∞ on some set of the
form {t > N}. For each s > 0, we consider the almost complex structure
J ⊙s JV
on R × (P × R) which coincides with J in the set {t ≤ s + 1} and with
JV (t− s, p, z) in the set {t ≥ s+1}. We let (CF•(L,L
′′
s), ∂
′′
s ) be the induced
wrapped Floer homology complex.
Let
CF 0• (R× Λ, V ) ⊂ CF
0
• (L,L
′ ⊙s V )
denote the subspace spanned by the double-points (R× Λ) ∩ V . The above
wrapped Floer homology complex is of the form
CF•(L,L
′ ⊙s V ) = CF
0
• (L,L
′)⊕ CF 0• (R× Λ, V )⊕ CF
∞
• (L,L
′′
s),
∂′′s =
∂0 δ′′4 0δ′′1 ∂V 0
δ′′2 δ
′′
3 ∂
′′
∞
 ,
where ∂0 is the differential of CF
0
• (L,L
′), given that s > 0 is chosen suffi-
ciently large.
To see the latter claim, observe that we can increase s > 0 without chang-
ing the action of the generators in CF 0• (L,L
′). A monotonicity argument for
the d(etλ)-area of pseudo-holomorphic curves with boundary (see the proof
of Lemma 6.4) can be used to give the following. The discs in the definition
of ∂0 are all contained in some set {t ≤ A} for s > 0 sufficiently large, where
A is independent of s. Alternatively, this statement can be shown using a
neck-stretching argument (see [5, Section 3.4]).
Remark 5.4. In the case when all generators of CF 0• (R×Λ, V ) have ℓd(etλ)-
action greater than CF 0• (L,L
′), it immediately follows that δ′′4 = 0.
In [9, Section 4.2.2] the so called transfer map is constructed which, for
s > 0 sufficiently large, is a chain map of the form
ΦV : (CF•(L,L
′), ∂)→ (CF•(L,L
′ ⊙s V ), ∂
′′
s ),
ΦV =
idCF 0 00 φ0
0 φ∞
 ,
relative the above decomposition.
To describe its components, we proceed as follows. Take generators
ci ∈ CF
∞
• (L,L
′),
dj ∈ CF
∞
• (L,L
′ ⊙ V ),
xj ∈ CF
0
• (R× Λ, V ),
and let a and b denote words of Reeb chords on Λ′ and Λ, respectively.
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We use Mdj ;a,ci,b((R × Λ) ∪ V ;JV ) to denote the moduli space of JV -
holomorphic discs as defined in Section 4.2.2 having boundary on (R×Λ)∪V
and boundary punctures asymptotic to the prescribed Reeb chords.
Similarly, we define the moduli spaceMxj ;a,ci,b((R×Λ)∪V ;JV ) consisting
of JV -holomorphic discs having boundary on (R×Λ)∪V , a positive puncture
mapping to xj , and its negative punctures asymptotic to the prescribed Reeb
chords. Here the Legendrian lift of of (R× Λ) ∪ V has been chosen so that
all Reeb chords start on the lift of R × Λ. As in Section 4.2.1, this induces
the notions of positivity and negativity for a puncture mapping to a double-
point.
Remark 5.5. Observe that with this notion of positivity and negativity
for the boundary punctures, it is not necessary for a JV -holomorphic disc
as above to posses a positive puncture. However, a strip without positive
punctures must have a negative puncture asymptotic to a Reeb chord at
−∞ starting on Λ′ and ending on Λ.
For a generator ci ∈ CF
∞
• (L,L
′), the components of ΦV are given by the
following counts of rigid JV -holomorphic discs in the above moduli-spaces.
φ0(ci) :=
∑
|xj |−|ci|=0
|a|=b|=0
|Mxj ;a,ci,b((R× Λ) ∪ V ;JV )|ǫL′(a)ǫL(b)xj ,
φ∞(ci) :=
∑
|dj |−|ci|=0
|a|=b|=0
|Mdj ;a,ci,b((R× Λ) ∪ V ;JV )|ǫL′(a)ǫL(b)dj .
In the case when JV is regular, the dimensions of the above moduli spaces
are given by |xj | − |ci| − |a| − |b| and |dj | − |ci| − |a| − |b|, respectively.
A neck-stretching argument can be used to show the following.
Proposition 5.6. Let L and L′ be exact Lagrangian fillings. Given exact
Lagrangian cobordisms V and W , where the positive end of V equals the
negative end of W , it follows that
ΦV⊙W = ΦW ◦ ΦV : (CF•(L,L
′), ∂)→ (CF•(L,L
′ ⊙ V ⊙W ), ∂′′),
given that all involved almost complex structures have been appropriately
chosen.
5.3. Invariance under Hamiltonian isotopy. The Wrapped Floer ho-
mology complex satisfies the following invariance property.
Theorem 5.7. [9, Theorem 4.10] Let L,L′, L′′ ⊂ R × (P × R) be exact
Lagrangian fillings. Suppose that L′′ = φ1Hs(L
′) is isotopic to L′ by a Hamil-
tonian isotopy supported in R×K, where K is compact. There is a homotopy
equivalence
Φ: (CF•(L,L
′), ∂)→ (CF•(L,L
′′), ∂′′).
Since the proof of Theorem 6.2 is based on some constructions used in the
proof of this invariance theorem, we formulate its main ingredients below.
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The core of the argument is as follows. Subsequent applications of Lemma
A.1 implies the following standard fact. Let L′ and L′′ be fillings of Λ′ and
Λ′′, respectively. Given a Hamiltonian isotopy φsHs as above, there are exact
Lagrangian cobordisms U , V , and W satisfying the following.
• L′⊙U is isotopic to L′′ = φ1Hs(L
′) by a compactly supported Hamil-
tonian isotopy.
• U ⊙ V is isotopic to R × Λ′ by a compactly supported Hamiltonian
isotopy.
• V ⊙W is isotopic to R×Λ′′ by a compactly supported Hamiltonian
isotopy.
Thea idea is now to use transfer-maps induced by U , V , and W , together
with an invariance result for compactly supported Hamiltonian isotopies.
To that end, the following two propositions are needed.
Proposition 5.8. [9, Section 4.2.1] Let L and L′ be exact Lagrangian fill-
ings. Given paths φsHs(L
′) of fillings and Js of almost complex structures,
both which are fixed outside of some compact set, there is an induced homo-
topy equivalence
ΦHs,Js : (CF•(L,L
′), ∂)→ (CF•(L, φ
1
Hs(L
′)), ∂′′).
Here the former complex is defined using J0 and the latter is defined using
J1. Furthermore, the restriction
ΦHs,Js|CF∞ : (CF
∞
• (L,L
′), ∂∞)→ (CF
∞
• (L, φ
1
Hs(L
′)), ∂′′∞)
is an isomorphism of complexes. In the case when there are no births or
deaths of double-points during the Hamiltonian isotopy, it follows that ΦHs,Js
is an isomorphism of complexes as well.
Proposition 5.9. [9, Section 4.2.3] Let L and L′ be exact Lagrangian fill-
ings. Assume that we are given paths φsHs(V ) of exact Lagrangian cobor-
disms, and Js := J ⊙σ JV,s of almost complex structures, both which are
fixed outside of some compact set. Write W := φ1Hs(V ) and let the transfer
maps ΦV and ΦW be defined using JV,0 and JV,1, respectively. The diagram
(CF•(L,L
′), ∂)
ΦV
// (CF•(L,L
′ ⊙σ V ), ∂
′′)
ΦHs,Js

(CF•(L,L
′), ∂)
ΦW
// (CF•(L,L
′ ⊙σ W ), ∂
′′′)
commutes up to homotopy, given that σ > 0 is sufficiently large and that the
positive end of L′ agrees with the negative ends of V and W .
5.4. The transfer map induced by the negative Reeb-flow. Let L
and L′ be fillings of Λ and Λ′, respectively, as above. We moreover assume
that both fillings are cylindrical in the set {t ≥ −1}. In this section we
obtain a refined invariance result in the special case when the Hamiltonian
H : R× (P × R)→ R
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only depends on the t-coordinate, and when its Hamiltonian vector field
XH = −σ(t)∂z moreover satisfies
• σ(t), σ′(t) ≥ 0,
• σ(t) has support in {t ≥ 1}, and
• σ(t) is constant in {t ≥ N}, for some N ≥ 1.
Observe that this Hamiltonian isotopy fixes the hypersurfaces {t}×(P ×R),
where it acts by some reparametrisation of the negative Reeb flow. For a
generic choice of σ(t), it is the case that L ∩ φ1H(L
′) consists of transverse
double-points.
Remark 5.10. Let H be a Hamiltonian as above and use Λ′s to denote
the Legendrian submanifold of which φsH(L
′) is an exact Lagrangian filling.
Given that φsH is non-trivial, for s > 0 sufficiently large there are no Reeb
chords from Λ to Λ′s. Moreover, there is a natural identification
CF•(L,L
′) ≃ CF•(L, φ
s
H(L
′)) = CF 0• (L, φ
s
H(L
′))
of graded vector spaces.
The co-complex associated to (CF 0• (L, φ
s
H(L
′), ∂0) is related to the version
of the wrapped Floer cohomology complex as defined in [3], [18]. However,
one technical difference is that the latter versions are defined using moduli-
spaces of solutions to a Cauchy-Riemann equation with a perturbation-term
depending on a Hamiltonian vector field.
Now consider the exact Lagrangian cylinder
V := φ1H(R× Λ
′)
and, for each s ≥ 0, the corresponding filling L′ ⊙s V of Λ
′′.
Observe that V satisfies
πP (V ) = ΠLag(Λ
′′) = ΠLag(Λ
′)
and that the self-intersections of (R × Λ) ∪ V are transverse double-points
corresponding to a subset of the Reeb chords on Λ ∪ Λ′ starting on Λ and
ending on Λ′. Moreover, there is a natural identification
CF•(L,L
′) ≃ CF•(L,L
′ ⊙s V )
of graded vector spaces.
The below result shows that this identification may be assumed to hold
on the level of complexes as well, given that we choose the almost complex
structure with some care.
To that end, we consider a compatible almost complex structure JP on
(P, dθ) and let J˜P denote its cylindrical lift. We let J be a compatible almost
complex structure on R×(P ×R) coinciding with J˜P in the set {t ≥ 1}. The
following proposition is also a key step in the proof of Theorem 6.2 below.
Proposition 5.11. Let JP be a regular compatible almost complex structure
on P that is integrable in a neighbourhood of the double-points of ΠLag(Λ∪Λ
′)
and consider an almost complex structure J as above, that moreover satisfies
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(RA) in a neighbourhood of the double-points L ∩ L′ ⊂ {t < 0}. After
an arbitrarily small compactly supported perturbation of J , and for s > 0
sufficiently large, we may suppose that
(1) J is regular for the moduli spaces in the definition of (CF•(L,L
′), ∂)
and (CF•(L,L
′ ⊙s V ), ∂
′′
s ).
(2) The transfer map
ΦV : (CF•(L,L
′), ∂)→ (CF•(L,L
′ ⊙s V ), ∂
′′
s )
is the identity map with respect to the natural identification of the
generators.
x
yt
t
R× ΛV
L′ L
Figure 1. A possible pseudo-holomorphic building in
lims→+∞My;x(L ∪ (L
′ ⊙s V );J) consisting of a top and a
bottom level.
Proof. (1): A J-holomorphic disc having a single positive boundary-puncture
asymptotic to a Reeb chord is somewhere injective in a set {t ≥M}, as fol-
lows by its asymptotical properties. By a standard transversality argument
[20, Chapter 3], it follows that the moduli spaces consisting of such discs
may be assumed to be transversely cut out after a perturbation as above.
For a regular almost complex structure JP , Theorem 2.1 implies that the
J˜P -holomorphic curves with boundary on R× (Λ∪Λ
′) also can be assumed
to be regular.
The moduli spaces of J-holomorphic strips, of which at least one boundary
puncture maps to a double-point in L∩L′, may be assumed to be transversely
cut out by the transversality argument in [13, Proposition 2.3]. Here we have
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used that (RA) holds in a neighbourhood of these double-points, and that
the two punctures of the strip correspond to different generators, as follows
by the formula for the symplectic area.
What remains is to show the transversality of the moduli spaces
Ms :=My;x(L ∪ (L
′ ⊙s V );J)
of rigid J-holomorphic strips whose boundary-punctures both map to double-
points x, y ∈ (R× Λ) ∩ V .
To that end, we will consider the limit of the boundary conditions L ∪
(L′ ⊙s V ) as s → +∞. This limit amounts to stretching the neck along
the contact-type hypersurface {t = 2}, see [5, Section 3.4]. Furthermore,
by the Gromov-Hofer compactness in [5], it follows that the solutions in
Ms converge to so-called pseudo-holomorphic buildings consisting of the
following levels.
• A top level consisting of J˜P -holomorphic discs with boundary on
(R×Λ)∪V and boundary-punctures mapping to double-points and
Reeb chords. This level is non-empty and can either consist of a
single (possibly broken) disc, as shown in Figure 1, or of two (possibly
broken) discs, as shown in Figure 2.
• Possibly several middle levels consisting of J˜P -holomorphic discs
with boundary on the cylindrical Lagrangian submanifold R× (Λ ∪
Λ′).
• A bottom level consisting of (possibly broken) J-holomorphic discs
with boundary on L ∪L′. Furthermore, each disc has either exactly
one positive puncture, as shown in Figure 1, or exactly two, as shown
in Figure 2. In any case, each disc is somewhere injective.
By the index formula it can be computed that the expected dimensions of
all the moduli spaces of pseudo-holomorphic discs in the building sum to
0 − k, where k ≥ 0 is the total number of nodes of the broken discs. By
a broken disc, we here mean broken in the Floer-sense, i.e. living in the
boundary of a moduli-space compactified as in [10, Section 2.3]. A broken
disc thus consists of several pseudo-holomorphic discs joined at nodes, where
each node corresponds to a pair of boundary-punctures that are mapped to
the same double-point.
Note that, in order to see that the only possible configurations of the
top layer are the two (possibly broken) configurations described above, we
have used the exactness of the boundary condition. Namely, together with
Stoke’s theorem, it follows that there can be no (broken) disc, all whose
punctures are negative punctures asymptotic to Reeb chords.
By the above reasoning, the discs in the bottom level may be assumed
to be transversely cut out. Furthermore, since JP is regular, Theorem 2.1
implies that the solutions in the middle levels are transversely cut out. Us-
ing Lemma 8.3 it follows that the top levels are transversely cut out as well.
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Since all the moduli spaces in the building are transversely cut out, holo-
morphic gluing finally shows that Ms is transversely cut out, given that
s > 0 is sufficiently large. This finishes the claim.
As a side remark, we make the following observations. It follows that each
disc in the building must live in a moduli space of non-negative expected di-
mension. The additivity of the dimension thus implies that all these moduli
spaces are zero-dimensional, and thus no disc is broken in the Floer sense.
It also follows that the middle-levels all are trivial strips over Reeb chords,
and can thus be ignored.
Finally, it can be seen that there is no rigid disc as shown on the right
in the top level of Figure 2. To that end, observe that such a disc would
project to a JP -holomorphic disc having boundary on ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λ
′) of neg-
ative expected dimension, which therefore is constant. However, no disc as
shown on the right in the top level of Figure 2 is contained in a plane of the
form R× ({q} ×R).
(2): Since πP (V ) = ΠLag(Λ
′), the (J˜P , JP )-holomorphic projection πP
induces maps
Mf ;a,c,b((R × Λ) ∪ V ; J˜P )→Mf ;a,c,b(ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λ
′);JP )
u˜ 7→ πP ◦ u˜
between moduli spaces, where c is a Reeb chord starting on Λ and ending
on Λ′, f is either a double-point or a mixed Reeb chord, and where a =
a1 · . . . · am1 and b = b1 · . . . · bm1 are words of Reeb chords on Λ
′ and Λ,
respectively.
By definition |f |−|c|−|a|−|b| = 0 holds for the moduli spaces contributing
to ΦV . Consequently, their projections are JP -holomorphic discs having
exactly one positive puncture and negative expected dimension, as follows
by the index computations in Lemma 8.3. By the regularity of JP , these
latter discs must be constant, which implies that the corresponding J˜P -
holomorphic discs are actually strips contained entirely in planes of the form
R× ({q} × R).
From this it follows that ΦV has the required form. Here, part (1) of
Lemma 8.3 has been used to infer that the above moduli spaces contributing
to ΦV are transversely cut out.
Recall that, we might have had to perturb J˜P by a compactly supported
perturbation in step (1) to achieve transversality for some of the moduli
spaces under consideration, and that there is no guarantee that this pertur-
bation is cylindrical. However, the computations in part (2) are still valid,
given that the perturbation is sufficiently small. Namely, one may assume
that there is a bijection between the moduli spaces in the definition of ΦV
before and after such a perturbation. 
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Figure 2. A possible pseudo-holomorphic building in
lims→+∞My;x(L ∪ (L
′ ⊙s V );J) consisting of a top and a
bottom level.
5.5. Consequences of the invariance. An immediate consequence of the
invariance theorem is the acyclicity of the wrapped Floer homology in the
current setting.
Proposition 5.12. Let L,L′ be exact Lagrangian fillings inside the sym-
plectisation of a contactisation. It follows that HF•(L,L
′) = 0.
Proof. Using the negative Reeb flow −∂z one can isotope L
′ to an exact
Lagrangian filling L′′ for which CF•(L,L
′′) = 0. Since this is a Hamiltonian
flow, the claim now follows from the invariance theorem. 
A similar argument shows an analogous property for the linearised Leg-
endrian contact cohomology of Legendrian links in certain positions.
Proposition 5.13. Let L,L′ ⊂ R×(P×R) be exact Lagrangian fillings of Λ
and Λ′, respectively, which induce an augmentation ǫL∪L′ of the Chekanov-
Eliashberg algebra of the link Λ∪Λ′. If all mixed Reeb-chords on Λ∪Λ′ start
on Λ, it follows that
HCL•(Λ,Λ′; ǫL, ǫL′) = 0,
or equivalently,
HCL•(Λ ∪ Λ′; ǫL∪L′) = HCL
•(Λ; ǫL)⊕HCL
•(Λ′; ǫL′).
Proof. There is a Lagrangian filling L′′ isotopic to L′ by a compactly sup-
ported Hamiltonian isotopy which satisfies CF 0• (L,L
′′) = 0. It immediately
follows that
(CF•(L,L
′′), ∂′′) = (CF∞• (L,L
′′), ∂∞) = (CL
•−2(Λ,Λ′), dǫL,ǫL′ ).
Proposition 5.12 implies that the above complexes are acyclic. 
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In particular, the assumptions of the previous proposition are fulfilled for
a link consisting of a Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ P ×R admitting a filling
inside the symplectisation, together with a copy of Λ translated sufficiently
far in the positive z-direction. This shows that Λ satisfies the requirements
for the existence of the duality long exact sequence in [14], given that we
use the augmentation induced by the filling.
Example 5.14. (1) The fact that the augmentation is induced by a
filling inside the symplectisation is crucial for the above to hold. For
instance, let M be a compact manifold with boundary and let Λ
be the zero-section of J1(∂M). The closed Legendrian submanifold
Λ has a filling L consisting of the zero-section of the symplectic
manifold T ∗M , where the latter is considered as an exact symplectic
manifold having a convex cylindrical end over the contact manifold
J1(∂M).
We consider a translation Λ′ of Λ sufficiently far in the positive z-
direction, and let L′ denote a filling of Λ′ that is Hamiltonian isotopic
to L. Observe that, since neither Λ nor Λ′ have any Reeb chords,
these fillings necessarily induce the trivial augmentations.
The results in Section 6.1 can be used to show that the corre-
sponding linearised Legendrian contact cohomology satisfies
HCL•(Λ,Λ′; ǫL, ǫL′) = H•+1(∂M ;Z2),
which clearly is non-zero.
(2) Let Λ1 ⊂ J
1(N) be the zero-section, and let Λ2 be a copy of the
zero-section shifted in the positive z-direction. It is readily seen
that the Legendrian link Λ := Λ1 ∪ Λ2 has an exact Lagrangian
filling L ⊂ R × J1(N) diffeomorphic to R × N . The Legendrian
submanifold Λ is not horizontally displaceable, since a calculation
as above shows that
HCL•(Λ,Λ′; ǫ0, ǫ0) = ⊕
4
i=1H•+1(N ;Z2) 6= 0
for the trivial augmentation ǫ0, where Λ
′ again is a copy of Λ trans-
lated sufficiently far in the positive z-direction. In contrast to this,
it follows from Proposition 5.13 that
HCL•(Λ,Λ′; ǫL, ǫL′) = 0,
where L′ denotes a suitable translation of the filling L. Consequently,
[14, Theorem 1.1] can still be applied to Λ, given that we use the
augmentation induced by the filling.
6. Applications of Theorem 2.1
In this section we use Theorem 2.1 to show that the analysis in [14]
made for pseudo-holomorphic polygons in P with boundary on an exact
Lagrangian immersion carries over to the symplectisation.
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Let (f, g, JP ) be a triple adjusted to ΠLag(Λ) as defined in Section 3.4.2,
where f : Λ → (0, 1/2] is a Morse function, g is a Riemannian metric on
Λ, and JP is a compatible almost complex structure on P induced by the
metric g. Suppose that ΠLag(Λ
′) is an exact Lagrangian immersion that is
C∞-close to ΠLag(Λ). Furthermore, we assume that ΠLag(Λ
′) is identified
with the image of the section df under the symplectic immersion of the
co-disc bundle (D∗Λ, dθΛ) used in the construction of JP (see Section 3.4.1).
In [14] it is shown that the rigid JP -holomorphic polygons having one pos-
itive puncture and boundary on ΠLag(Λ∪Λ
′) correspond to JP -holomorphic
polygons having boundary on ΠLag(Λ) together with gradient flow-lines on
Λ. In Section 6.1 below we recall these results.
In the case when J˜P is the cylindrical lift of JP to the symplectisation, we
can use the lifting result in Theorem 2.1 to obtain an analogous result for
the corresponding J˜P -holomorphic discs inside the symplectisation having
boundary on (R× Λ) ∪ (R× Λ′).
In order to apply Theorem 2.1, recall that JP needs to be integrable near
the double-points of ΠLag(Λ ∩ Λ
′). For the double-points corresponding to
double-points of ΠLag(Λ) this automatically follows from the fact that JP
is induced by a metric on Λ as in Section 3.4.1. For the double-points
corresponding to Crit(f), this can be achieved by choosing the metric g in
the construction of JP to be flat near Crit(f) ⊂ Λ.
Finally, we use these results to complete the proof of Seidel’s isomorphism
outlined in [9].
6.1. The Legendrian contact cohomology of the Legendrian two-
copy link. For an n-dimensional Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ P × R we
define the following Legendrian two-copy links. Let (f, g, JP ) be a triple
adjusted to ΠLag(Λ).
The construction of the almost complex structure JP induced by the
metric g in Section 3.4.1 provides the choice of a symplectic immersion
of (D∗Λ, dθΛ) into P , by which the zero-section is mapped to ΠLag(Λ).
This immersion lifts to a contact-form preserving diffeomorphism from a
neighbourhood of the zero-section in (J1(Λ), dz + θΛ) to a neighbourhood
of Λ ⊂ P × R, which moreover maps the zero-section to Λ. We consider
the following Legendrian submanifolds, where the constants ǫ > η > 0 will
become useful in Section 6.2 below.
• Let Λ+ ⊂ P × R be the push-off of Λ corresponding to (η
2df, ǫ2 +
η2f) ⊂ J1(Λ) under the above identification, where ǫ > η > 0 are
chosen to be sufficiently small. In particular we assume that ǫ2+ η2
is smaller than the shortest Reeb chord on Λ.
• Let Λ− ⊂ P ×R be the push-off of Λ corresponding to (η
2df,−ǫ1/2+
η2f) ⊂ J1(Λ) under the above identification, where ǫ > η > 0
are chosen to be sufficiently small. In particular, we assume that
ǫ1/2 − η2 > 0 is smaller than the shortest Reeb chord on Λ.
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• Let Λ∞ ⊂ P × R be a copy of Λ+ translated sufficiently far in the
positive z-direction, so that all mixed Reeb chords on Λ ∪ Λ∞ start
on Λ.
6.1.1. Generalised pseudo-holomorphic discs. We recall that a generalised
pseudo-holomorphic disc in P consists of the following data. Let c be a
critical point of f and let
u : (D2, ∂D2)→ (P,ΠLag(Λ))
be a pseudo-holomorphic polygon having boundary on ΠLag(Λ) and bound-
ary punctures mapping to double-points, together with an additional marked
point pf ∈ ∂D
2. We require u(pf ) to be connected to c via a flow-line of
∇f (we allow c = u(pf )). In the case when c is connected to u(pf ) by the
positive (respectively negative) gradient flow, we say that pf is a positive
(respectively negative) Morse puncture.
We refer to [14] for the expected dimension and transversality results for
these moduli spaces.
6.1.2. Computations of the complexes for the different two-copies. We as-
sume that the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λ has an augmentation ǫ.
We may assume that Λ± are sufficiently C
∞-close to Λ and hence that
the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λi for i = +,−,∞ coincide with the
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λ (see e.g. [12, Lemma 4.13]). In particu-
lar, ǫ induces an augmentation of each component of the link Λ ∪ Λi, and
thus of the link itself.
We use (CL•(Λ,Λi), di) to denote the linearised Legendrian contact co-
homology complex generated by Reeb chords starting on Λ and ending on
Λi, where the complex is linearised using the augmentation ǫ.
Choosing canonically defined capping paths, it can be shown that
CL•(Λ,Λ−) = CL
•(Λ),
CL•(Λ,Λ+) = C
•+1
Morse(f)⊕ CL
•(Λ),
CL•(Λ,Λ∞) = CLn−2−•(Λ)⊕ C
•+1
Morse(f)⊕ CL
•(Λ),
where we recall that n = dimΛ. To that end, observe that a mixed Reeb
chord either corresponds to a Reeb chord on Λ, or to a critical point of the
Morse function f . We refer to [14, Section 3.1] for more details.
Since the co-differential is action-increasing, by comparing the length of
the Reeb chords in the different summands above, one concludes that the
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differentials are of the following form with respect to the above decomposi-
tions.
d− = dq,
d+ =
(
df 0
σ dq
)
,
d∞ =
dp 0 0ρ df 0
η σ dq
 .
Remark 6.1. Note that the exact Lagrangian immersion ΠLag(Λ∪Λi) is the
same for i = −,+,∞ and, hence, the set of pseudo-holomorphic polygons in
P with boundary on ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λi) is independent of i. However, the notion
of being a positive or a negative puncture does depend on i.
By [14, Lemma 6.5], we may assume that (f, g) is a Morse-Smale pair and
that JP is regular. Furthermore, according to [14, Theorem 3.6], for generic
such triples (f, g, JP ) adjusted to ΠLag(Λ), and for η > 0 small enough, the
above co-differentials can be defined by counting the following (generalised)
JP -holomorphic discs.
• dp = ∂ǫ is the differential of the linearised Legendrian contact ho-
mology complex of Λ with respect to the augmentation ǫ.
• dq = dǫ is the differential on the linearised Legendrian contact coho-
mology complex with respect to the augmentation ǫ.
• The differential df is the differential on the Morse co-complex (i.e.
counting positive gradient flow-lines).
• The map σ counts rigid generalised pseudo-holomorphic discs with
boundary on ΠLag(Λ), one positive puncture, and one negative Morse-
puncture at a critical point of f .
• The map η counts rigid pseudo-holomorphic discs with boundary
on ΠLag(Λ) and two positive punctures (after a domain-dependent
perturbation of the boundary condition).
• The map ρ counts generalised pseudo-holomorphic discs with bound-
ary on ΠLag(Λ) and two positive punctures, of which one is a Morse-
puncture at a critical point of f .
Note that requiring g to be flat in neighbourhoods of the critical points of
f does not impose any restriction here. In the case when J˜P is the cylindrical
lift of JP , Theorem 2.1 thus applies to give that the above description of the
complexes holds for the version of Legendrian contact homology defined in
terms of J˜P -holomorphic discs in the symplectisation as well. To that end,
for such a choice of g, the induced almost complex structure JP becomes
integrable in a neighbourhood of the double-points of ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λi).
6.2. The wrapped Floer homology of the two-copy of a filling. Let
L ⊂ R × (P × R) be an (n + 1)-dimensional exact Lagrangian filling of
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the Legendrian submanifold Λ. We assume that L is cylindrical in the set
{t ≥ −2}.
6.2.1. Construction of the Morse functions F± on L. Start by fixing a pos-
itive Morse function
f : Λ→ (0, 1/2],
and a smooth cut-off function ρ : R>0 → [0, 1] satisfying ρ
′(s) ≥ 0, ρ|(0,e−1] =
0, and ρ|[e−1/2,+∞) = 1. For each 0 < η < 1 we define the smooth function
fη : R>0 × Λ→ R>0,
(s, p) 7→ fη(s, p) := η
2ρ(e−1/2s)f(p),
which thus coincides with η2f on {s ≥ e0} and vanishes on {s ≤ e−1/2}.
Also, for each 1 > ǫ > η > 0 and B > 0, we define the smooth cut-off
functions
σǫ(s) := ǫ
5 + (ǫ2 − ǫ5)ρ(s),
σ˜ǫ(s) := ǫ
5 + (ǫ2 − ǫ5)ρ(s) + (ǫ1/2 − ǫ2)ρ(e−(B+3/2)s).
It follows that σǫ|(0,e−1] = ǫ
5, σǫ|[e−1/2,+∞) = ǫ
2, while σ˜ǫ|(0,eB+1/2] = σǫ, and
σ˜ǫ|[eB+1,+∞) = ǫ
1/2.
Consider a fixed Morse function G on L ∩ {t ≤ −1} given by et|L on
L ∩ {−2 ≤ t ≤ −1} = [−2,−1]× Λ ⊂ R× (P × R).
We define
F η,ǫ+ : L→ R
to be the Morse function coinciding with ǫ5G on L ∩ {t ≤ −1} and with
σǫ(s)s+ sfη on
L ∩ {t ≥ −1} = [−1,+∞)× Λ ⊂ R× (P × R),
where we have set s := et|L∩{t≥−1}.
Let 0 < A < B be fixed. We also consider the Morse function
F η,ǫ− : L→ R
coinciding with F η,ǫ+ on
L := L ∩ {t ≤ A− 1}
and which is given by σ˜ǫ(s)α(s) + sfη on
L ∩ {t ≥ A− 1} = [A− 1,+∞)× Λ ⊂ R× (P × R).
Here 0 < A < B have been chosen sufficiently large, and α : R>0 → R is a
smooth function satisfying
• α(s) = s for s ≤ eA−1, α(s) > 0 for eA ≤ s ≤ eB , and α(eB+1/2) = 0,
• α′(eA) = 0, α′(eB) < −1/2, and α′(s) = −1 for s ≥ eB+1, and
• α′′(s) ≤ 0 for all s, and α′′(s) < 0 for eA ≤ s ≤ eB .
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We will sometimes use F± to denote F
η,ǫ
± .
The critical points of F+ correspond to the critical points of G and are
all contained in L.
The critical points of F− consist of critical points inside L, which hence
correspond to the critical points of F+, together with critical points inside
the set L ∩ {A < t < B}. The latter critical points are determined by the
equation
(ǫ2α′(s) + η2f(p))ds+ sη2df(p) = 0.
Since α′′(s) < 0 holds in this set, it follows that these critical points are
non-degenerate and correspond bijectively to critical points of f . Moreover,
the Morse index of such a critical point is one greater than the Morse index
of the corresponding critical point of f .
We let g be a choice of a metric on Λ for which (f, g) is Morse-Smale and
let (C•−1Morse(f), df ) be the induced Morse co-complex, whose differential thus
counts positive gradient flow lines.
Also, consider a Riemannian metric on L coinciding with a perturbation
of the product metric dt ⊗ dt + g in the set {t ≥ 0}, such that this metric
together with a small perturbation of F− is Morse-Smale. According to
Lemma A.3 we may assume that the corresponding Morse co-complex
(C•Morse(F−), dF−) = (C
•
Morse(F+)⊕C
•−1
Morse(f), dF−),
has differential given by
dF− =
(
dF+ 0
Γ df
)
.
Finally, the Morse cohomology groups associated to F± are given by
H•Morse(F+;Z2) = H
•(L;Z2) = H(n+1)−•(L, ∂L;Z2),
H•Morse(F−;Z2) = H
•(L, ∂L;Z2) = H(n+1)−•(L;Z2).
The equalities on the left follow from the fact the differential in Morse coho-
mology counts the positive gradient flow-lines, while the negative gradients
of F+ and F− points inwards and outwards of L ∩ {t ≤ B}, respectively.
The equalities on the right follow by the Poincare´ duality for manifolds with
boundary.
6.2.2. Construction of the push-offs L± of L. We will use the above Morse
functions F± to construct certain exact Lagrangian fillings corresponding to
push-offs of L.
As above, we fix a symplectic immersion of (D∗Λ, dθΛ) into P extending
the immersion ι, as constructed in Section 3.4.1. This symplectic immersion
lifts to a contact-form preserving diffeomorphism
ϕ : (U, dz + θΛ)→ (V, λ), λ = dz + θ,
from a neighbourhood U ⊂ J1(Λ) of the zero-section to a neighbourhood
V ⊂ P × R of Λ. Furthermore, ϕ maps the zero-section to Λ.
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It immediately follows that the map
(id, ϕ−1) : ([−2,+∞) × V, d(etλ))→ ([−2,+∞)× U, d(et(dz + θΛ)))
is an exact symplectomorphism identifying a neighbourhood of L∩{t ≥ −2}
with a neighbourhood of the cylinder over the zero-section in the symplec-
tisation of (J1(Λ), dz + θΛ).
Furthermore, the symplectisation of (U, dz + θΛ) is symplectomorphic to
a neighbourhood of the zero-section of the cotangent bundle of R>0×Λ via
the (non-exact) symplectomorphism
ψ : (R× J1(Λ), d(et(dz + θΛ)))→ (T
∗(R>0 × Λ), dθR>0×Λ),
(t, (q,p, z)) 7→ ((et,q), (z, etp)).
Using the Weinstein Lagrangian neighbourhood theorem together with
the above symplectomorphisms, we can construct a symplectic identifica-
tion of a neighbourhood of the zero-section in (T ∗L, dθL) with a neighbour-
hood of L, such that the identification coincides with (ψ ◦ (id, ϕ−1))−1 on a
neighbourhood of the zero-section of
(T ∗([e−2,+∞)× Λ), dθ[e−2,+∞)×Λ) ⊂ (T
∗L, θL).
For 0 < η < ǫ < 1 sufficiently small, we use the above identification to
construct the exact Lagrangian fillings Lη,ǫ+ and L
η,ǫ
− inside R× (P × R) by
letting them correspond to the graphs of dF η,ǫ+ and dF
η,ǫ
− inside of T
∗L,
respectively.
By construction, we have
Lη,ǫ+ ∩ {t ≥ −1/2} = [−1/2,+∞) × Λ+,
Lη,ǫ− ∩ {t ≥ B + 1} = [B + 1,+∞)× Λ−,
where the Legendrian submanifold Λ+ corresponds to the 1-jet
(d(ǫ2 + η2f), ǫ2 + η2f) ⊂ (T ∗Λ× R = J1(Λ), dz + θΛ),
and Λ− corresponds to the 1-jet
(d(−ǫ1/2 + η2f),−ǫ1/2 + η2f) ⊂ (T ∗Λ× R = J1(Λ), dz + θΛ),
under the above identification. In other words, the Legendrian ends corre-
spond to the push-offs of Λ as constructed in Section 6.1 above.
Finally, note that the double-points of L ∪L± are in bijective correspon-
dence with the critical points of F±.
6.2.3. Computation of (CF (L,L+), ∂). We are now ready to state and prove
the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.2. The wrapped Floer homology complex
(CF•(L,L
η,ǫ
+ ), ∂) = (CF
0
• (L,L+)⊕ CF
∞
• (L,L+), ∂),
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is given by
CF 0• (L,L+) = C
•
Morse(F+),
CF∞• (L,L+) = C
•−1
Morse(f)⊕ CL
•−2(Λ),
where the differential is of the form
∂ =
dF+ 0 0γ df 0
g σ dq
 .
For 0 < η < ǫ < 1 sufficiently small, a suitable Morse-function f on Λ, and
a suitable compatible almost complex structure on R × (P × R), it follows
that
(i) (CL•−2(Λ), dq) is the linearised Legendrian contact cohomology com-
plex for Λ induced by the filling L, σ is the map described in Section
6.1, and df is the Morse co-differential induced by f .
(ii) dF+ is the Morse co-differential induced by F+.
(iii) γ is homotopic to Γ defined above.
In particular, Cone(γ) is isomorphic to (C•Morse(F−), dF−).
Remark 6.3. The proof of Corollary 2.6 given in [9] depends on the conjec-
tural analytical results (1)-(5) stated in [8, Conjectural Lemma 4.11]. More
precisely, the following statements are needed. First, the proof uses state-
ments (1)-(3) together with a translation of the results in [14] to the version
of Legendrian contact homology defined via the symplectisation. These re-
sults follow from Theorem 2.1, as shown in Section 6.1 above. Second, the
proof depends on the homotopy equivalence established in part (iii) of The-
orem 6.2, which can be seen as a weaker version of (5) in the conjectural
lemma.
Observe that part (5) of the conjectural lemma claims that there exists
an almost complex structure for which the pseudo-holomorphic discs in the
definition of γ are in bijection with the flow-lines in the definition of Γ.
Here, we only prove that the corresponding chain-maps defined by these
disc-counts are homotopy equivalent.
Proof. By construction L+ is cylindrical in the set {t ≥ −1/2}, L− is cylin-
drical in the set {t ≥ B+1}, and L− coincides with L+ in the set {t ≤ A−1}.
It also follows that L− = L+⊙ V , where V is an exact Lagrangian cylinder.
Here, we may take V := φ1H(R×Λ+) for a Hamiltonian H : R×(P×R)→ R
that only depends on the t-coordinate, and which satisfies the assumptions
in Section 5.4.
Let JP be a regular compatible almost complex structure on P that sat-
isfies the assumptions of Theorem 2.1. We use J˜P to denote its cylindrical
lift. We fix a compatible almost complex structure J on R× (P ×R) that is
induced by a Riemannian metric on L in some neighbourhood of L∩{t ≤ 0}
and which coincides with J˜P on {t ≥ 1}.
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After an arbitrarily small compactly supported perturbation in the set
{t ≥ B + 3}, we assume that J is regular for the moduli spaces in the
definition of (CF•(L,L
η,ǫ
+ ), ∂).
(i): We will choose a triple (f, g, JP ) adjusted to ΠLag(Λ), where JP is
regular and (f, g) is Morse-Smale. As before, we will choose the metric g
so that JP becomes integrable in some neighbourhood of ΠLag(Crit(f)) ⊂
ΠLag(Λ).
Recall that, by construction, there are Darboux coordinates x+ iy ∈ Cn
near each double-point of ΠLag(Λ) in which JP = i and the two branches of
ΠLag(Λ) correspond to the real and imaginary part, respectively.
The results in Section 6.1 may thus be assumed to hold for the linearised
Legendrian cohomology of Λ ∪ Λ± defined in terms of J˜P and the augmen-
tation ǫL of the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λ. Recall that, for ǫ > 0
sufficiently small, we may assume that the Chekanov-Eliashberg algebras of
Λ and Λ± coincide.
We claim that ∂∞ = dǫL,ǫL+ coincides with dq = dǫL in Section 6.1. To
see this, we must show that the augmentation ǫL+ induced by L+ can be
taken to coincide with ǫL induced by L.
To that end, we will choose the Morse function f : Λ → (0, 1/2] with
some care near the end-points of the Reeb chords on Λ. More precisely,
in the coordinates ϕq,i : Uq,i → D
n on the neighbourhoods Uq,i ⊂ Λ of the
end-points of the Reeb chords, as used in the construction of the almost
complex structure in Section 3.4.1, we require f to be affine. It follows that
there are holomorphic coordinates z ∈ Cn near each double-point of ΠLag(Λ)
in which this Lagrangian immersion coincides with Re (Cn) ∪ Im (Cn), and
where ΠLag(Λ+) coincides with a translation Re (C
n) ∪ Im (Cn) + z0.
For such a Morse function f , there thus exist neighbourhoods U,U+ ⊂ P
of the double-points of ΠLag(Λ) and ΠLag(Λ+), respectively, for which there
is a contact-form preserving diffeomorphism
Ψ : (U × R,Λ ∩ (U × R))→ (U+ × R,Λ+ ∩ (U+ × R)),
(p, z) 7→ (ψ(p), z + h(p, z)),
and where ψ is the symplectomorphism given by the translation z 7→ z+ z0
in the above holomorphic Darboux coordinates. Since ψ moreover is a JP -
biholomorphism, it follows that (idR,Ψ) is a J˜P -biholomorphism mapping
R× (Λ ∩ (U × R)) to R× (Λ+ ∩ (U+ × R)).
After shrinking ǫ > η > 0, the two augmentations ǫL and ǫL± of the
Chekanov-Eliashberg algebra of Λ± may thus be assumed to be obtained
by counts of pseudo-holomorphic discs for two almost complex structures
and two Lagrangian boundary conditions that differ by an arbitrarily small
compactly supported perturbation. Here we have used the existence of the
above J˜P -biholomorphism together with the asymptotical properties of the
solutions to infer that, outside of a compact set in the domain, two such discs
are solutions to the same boundary-value problem. In particular, these two
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augmentations may be supposed to be equal for ǫ > η > 0 sufficiently small
and a suitable Morse function f .
We let (CF•(L,L+), ∂) be the complex determined by J and f as above.
The results in Section 6.1 can finally be applied to give (i).
(ii): Since J is induced by a metric on L in a neighbourhood of L∩{t ≤ 0},
part (1) of Lemma 6.4 together with [13, Lemma 6.11] shows that, for a
suitable metric on L and function F+, we have ∂0 = dF+ for ǫ > 0 sufficiently
small.
We have concluded that the differential is of the form
∂ =
dF+ 0 0γ df 0
∗ σ dq
 .
(iii): We must show that γ ≃ Γ, where the latter map is a component of
the differential of the Morse co-complex
(C•Morse(F−), dF−) = (C
•
Morse(F+)⊕C
•−1
Morse(f), dF−),
dF− =
(
dF+ 0
Γ df
)
,
as constructed in Lemma A.3.
Recall that J coincides with a compactly supported perturbation of the
cylindrical lift J˜P in the set {t ≥ 1}. Without loss of generality, the condi-
tions in Proposition 5.11 may thus be assumed to hold, after choosing A > 0
sufficiently big. In other words, J is also regular for the moduli spaces in the
definition of the complex (CF (L,L−), ∂−) and, moreover, the obvious iden-
tification of generators induces an isomorphism of complexes. In particular,
the identity ∂− = ∂ holds under the canonical identification of generators.
We now consider a tame almost complex structure J ′ satisfying the fol-
lowing properties.
• J ′ coincides with J in the set {t ≤ 0} ∪ {t ≥ B + 3},
• In a neighbourhood of L ∩ {t ≤ B + 2}, J ′ is the push-forward of
an almost complex structure on T ∗L induced by a metric on L (see
Section 3.4.1).
• The canonical projection πP is (J
′, JP )-holomorphic in the set {t ≥
A− 1}.
To see the existence of such an almost complex structure we argue as
follows. Let ι˜ be the symplectic immersion of (D∗Λ, dθΛ) into P that is used
in the construction of the almost complex structure JP induced by the metric
g on Λ, as described in Section 3.4.1. Recall that ι˜ restricted to the zero-
section is the immersion ι of ΠLag(Λ) ⊂ P . Consider a (non-symplectic!)
embedding
T ∗[A− 2, B + 3]× T ∗Λ→ [A− 2, B + 3]× (P × R)
((t, z), (q,p)) 7→ (t, (ι˜(q,p), h(q,p) + z)),
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defined in a neighbourhood of the zero-section of the domain, where h(q, 0)
is given by the z-coordinate of the lift of ι to Λ ⊂ P×R, and where the above
map moreover takes the tangent-planes 0⊕ T (T ∗Λ) along the zero-section
[A− 2, B + 3]× Λ ⊂ T ∗([A− 2, B + 3]× Λ)
to the contact-planes. Observe that the zero-section is mapped to [A−2, B+
3]× Λ ⊂ R× (P × R).
The construction in Section 3.4.2 applied to the product metric dt⊗dt+g
on [A− 2, B +3]×Λ induces a compatible almost complex structure Jdt2+g
on T ∗([A− 2, B+3]×Λ). Using the above (non-symplectic!) identification,
this almost complex structure can be pushed forward to a neighbourhood U
of [A− 2, B + 3]× Λ ⊂ R× (P × R).
By construction, this almost complex structure Jdt2+g in U is invariant
under translations of the t and z-coordinate, satisfies Jdt2+g∂t = ∂z, and has
the property that
πP : U → πP (U)
is (Jdt2+g, JP )-holomorphic. Furthermore, it can be checked that Jdt2+g is
tamed by the symplectic form on the symplectisation in some neighbourhood
of [A−2, B+3]×Λ. To construct the required tame almost complex structure
J ′, it now suffices to perform an appropriate interpolation of tame almost
complex structures.
[13, Lemma 6.11] together with part (2) of Lemma 6.4 implies that, for
ǫ > 0 sufficiently small, we may assume that there is an identity
∂′0 = dF− .
Here we might have to perturb the pair (F−, dt
2+g) to make it Morse-Smale.
Also, we will have to use an almost complex structure J ′′ induced by this
perturbed metric in a neighbourhood of L in order to define ∂′. However, the
resulting J ′′ may be assumed to be an arbitrarily small compactly supported
perturbation of J ′.
Using Lemma A.3 we infer that ∂′ is of the form
∂′ =
dF+ 0 0Γ df 0
∗ ∗ ∗
 .
We now consider a path {Js}s∈[0,1] of tame almost complex structures
coinciding with J in the set {t ≤ 0} ∪ {t ≥ B + 3}, where J0 = J , J1 = J
′,
and such that πP is (Js, JP )-holomorphic in the set {t ≥ A− 1} for all s.
Using part (3) of Lemma 6.4, for ǫ > η > 0 sufficiently small, we may
assume that every Js-holomorphic strip with both punctures at generators
corresponding to CMorse(f) are contained inside {A − 1 ≤ t ≤ B}. Since
πP is (Js, JP )-holomorphic when restricted to this set, it follows that any
such strip projects to a JP -holomorphic strip in P having boundary on
ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λ
′) and being of the same index. Since JP is regular, it now
follows that there can be no such Js-holomorphic strips of negative index.
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Furthermore, part (1) of Lemma 6.4 implies that any Js-holomorphic
strip having punctures at double-points corresponding to CMorse(F+) are
contained inside {t ≤ 0}. Since Js = J in this set, the regularity of J
implies that there are no such strips of negative index either.
The non-existence of the pseudo-holomorphic strips of negative index hav-
ing both punctures at double-points corresponding to generators of either
CMorse(f) or CMorse(F+) still holds if we consider a sufficiently small pertur-
bation J ′s of the path Js. Without loss of generality, we may thus assume
this property to hold for a path starting at J ′0 = J and ending at J
′
1 = J
′′.
The above form of the possible J ′s-holomorphic discs of index −1 has
the following consequence: The isomorphism of chain-complexes given by
Proposition 5.8 applied to the path J ′s is of the form
Φ : (CF (L,L−), ∂−)→ (CF (L,L−), ∂
′),
Φ =
idC(F+) 0 0φ idC(f) 0
∗ ∗ ∗
 .
The chain-map property
Φ ◦ ∂− = ∂
′ ◦ Φ,
can now be written as dF+ 0 0φ ◦ dF+ + γ df 0
∗ ∗ ∗
 =
 dF+ 0 0Γ + df ◦ φ df 0
∗ ∗ ∗
 ,
which translates into the fact that there is a chain-homotopy Γ ≃ γ. 
Lemma 6.4. Let L and Lη,ǫ± be the exact Lagrangian fillings as constructed
in Section 6.2 and let Js, s ∈ [0, 1], be a family of tame almost complex
structures on R× (P ×R). Let U0, UB+2, and U[A−1,B] denote fixed compact
neighbourhoods of L ∩ {t ≤ 0}, L ∩ {t ≤ B + 2}, and L ∩ {A− 1 ≤ t ≤ B},
respectively. Choosing 0 < η < ǫ < 1 sufficiently small we may suppose that
(1) Any Js-holomorphic strip having boundary on L ∪ L
η,ǫ
± , whose both
punctures are mapped to double-points corresponding to Crit(F η,ǫ+ ),
is contained inside U0.
(2) Any Js-holomorphic strip having boundary on L ∪ L
η,ǫ
− , whose both
punctures are mapped to double-points corresponding to Crit(F η,ǫ− ),
is contained inside UB+2.
(3) Any Js-holomorphic strip having boundary on L ∪ L
η,ǫ
− , whose both
punctures are mapped to double-points corresponding to Crit(f), is
contained inside U[A−1,B].
Proof. Consider the symplectic form ω := d(et(dz + θ)) on R× (P × R).
The ω-area of a strip as above whose positive and negative puncture
correspond to the critical points p and q of F±, respectively, is given by
F±(p) − F±(q). It immediately follows that there is a constant E > 0
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independent of ǫ > η > 0 such that any Js-holomorphic strip in (1) and (2)
have ω-area bounded from above by Eǫ5 and Eǫ2, respectively. Similarly,
it readily follows that the Js-holomorphic strips in (3) may be assumed to
have ω-area bounded from above by Eη2, given that η > 0 is sufficiently
small (in particular, see the construction of α(s) in Section 6.2.1).
We now outline a consequence of the monotonicity property for the ω-
area of Js-holomorphic curves without boundary [23, Proposition 4.3.1(ii)]
and with boundary [23, Proposition 4.7.2(ii)]. Let K ⊂ R × (P × R) be
a compact set and Ws a family of proper exact Lagrangian submanifolds.
Take any p ∈ K, s ∈ [0, 1], and sufficiently small r > 0. There is a constant
D > 0 independent of these choices for which the following holds. Any
non-constant Js-holomorphic curve inside the ball Br(p) of radius r which,
moreover, satisfies the properties that
• it passes through the centre p ∈ K of the ball, and
• its boundary is located on ∂Br(p) ∪ (Br(p) ∩Ws),
has ω-area bounded from below by Dr2.
Using this monotonicity property, we will argue by contradiction, showing
that if a strip as in (1), (2), and (3) leaves the set U0, UB+2, and U[A−1,B],
respectively, then its ω-area must exceed the corresponding upper bound
found above.
To that end, there is a fixed metric on R× (P ×R) and a constant C > 0
independent of ǫ and η for which the following hold. The two components
(L ∪ Lη,ǫ± ) ∩ {t = t0}, are at a distance at least Cǫ
2 for t0 ∈ {0, A − 1, B},
while the two components (L∪Lη,ǫ− )∩{t = B+2} are at a distance at least
C(ǫ1/2 − η2).
The monotonicity property for the ω-area of Js-holomorphic curves with
boundary on L∪Lη,ǫ± thus gives a constant D > 0 independent of ǫ > η > 0
for which the following holds.
• If a Js-holomorphic strip as above has a boundary-point passing
through either of the sets
V0 := (L ∪ L
η,ǫ
± ) ∩ {t = 0},
VA−1 := (L ∪ L
η,ǫ
± ) ∩ {t = A− 1},
VB := (L ∪ L
η,ǫ
± ) ∩ {t = B},
then it must have ω-area bounded from below by Dǫ4.
• If a Js-holomorphic strip as above has a boundary-point passing
through the set
VB+2 := (L ∪ L
η,ǫ
− ) ∩ {t = B + 2},
then it must have ω-area bounded from below by D(ǫ1/2 − η2)2.
To that end, by examining the above bounds of distances, we may assume
that the ball of radius ǫ2/2 centred at any point in V0∪VA−1∪VB intersects
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(L ∪ Lη,ǫ± ) in a disc, and that the ball of radius (ǫ
1/2 − η2)/2 centred at any
point in VB+2 intersects L ∪ L
η,ǫ
− in a disc.
After shrinking ǫ > η > 0, a comparison with the above upper bounds
for the ω-area of the strips of either type (1) and (3), we conclude that no
such Js-holomorphic strip has a boundary-point passing through either of
the sets V0, VA−1, or VB . Similarly, we may assume that no Js-holomorphic
strip of type (2) has a boundary-point passing through the set VB+2.
(1): The above argument shows that the boundary of a Js-holomorphic
strip of this type is contained inside the set {t ≤ 0}. In particular, for each
ǫ > η > 0 sufficiently small, its boundary may be assumed to be disjoint from
some fixed δ-neighbourhood of ∂U0. Suppose that such a Js-holomorphic
strip is not contained entirely in U0. Consequently, it has an interior point
passing through p ∈ ∂U0, where p is of distance at least δ > 0 from the
boundary.
(2): The above argument shows that the boundary of a Js-holomorphic
strip of this type is contained inside the set {t ≤ B + 2}. In particular,
for each ǫ > η > 0 sufficiently small, its boundary may be assumed to be
disjoint from some fixed δ-neighbourhood of ∂UB+2. Suppose that such a
Js-holomorphic strip is not contained entirely in UB+2. Consequently, it has
an interior point passing through p ∈ ∂UB+2, where p is of distance at least
δ > 0 from the boundary.
(3): The above argument shows that the boundary of a Js-holomorphic
strip of this type is contained inside the set {A− 1 ≤ t ≤ B}. In particular,
for each ǫ > η > 0 sufficiently small, its boundary may be assumed to be
disjoint from some fixed δ-neighbourhood of ∂U[A−1,B]. Suppose that such a
Js-holomorphic strip is not contained entirely in U[A−1,B]. Consequently, it
has an interior point passing through p ∈ ∂U[A−1,B], where p is of distance
at least δ > 0 from the boundary.
In all of the three cases above, the monotonicity property for the ω-area
of Js-holomorphic curves without boundary shows that the strip must have
ω-area bounded from below by Dδ2 > 0, where both D > 0 and δ > 0 are
independent of the choices of (sufficiently small) numbers ǫ > η > 0. When
ǫ > η > 0 is small enough, this contradicts the above upper bounds of the
ω-area, which means that the Js-holomorphic strip must be contained inside
the required neighbourhood. 
7. Proof of Theorem 2.1
In the following, we fix a front-generic Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ P×R.
We begin with the below lemma, which is a generalisation of the analysis in
[16, Theorem 7.7] to the case of an arbitrary contactisation. Here we make
the identification P × R ≃ P × iR ⊂ P × C and define
L := {(p, x+ iy) ∈ P × C; (p, iy) ∈ Λ} ≃ Λ× R.
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Lemma 7.1. Given a JP -holomorphic polygon u : (D
2, ∂D2)→ (P,ΠLag(Λ))
with punctures mapping to double-points, there is a (JP ⊕ i)-holomorphic lift
(u, a) : (D2, ∂D2)→ (P × C, L).
Let p ∈ ∂D2 be a puncture that is mapped by u to a double-point corre-
sponding to the Reeb chord {u(p)} × [A,A + ℓ], and choose holomorphic
coordinates identifying D2 with {s + it; 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} ⊂ C, in which p corre-
sponds to s = +∞. It follows that there are C ∈ C, λ > 0, for which the
bound
‖a(s + it)− C ± ℓ(s+ it)‖ ≤ e−λs
holds for all s > 0 sufficiently large.
Proof. Away from the boundary punctures, there is a unique continuous lift
(u|∂D2 , h) : ∂D
2 → Λ ⊂ P × R.
By abuse of notation, we let h : D2 → R denote the harmonic extension to
the interior. Observe that h is bounded and C∞ away from the boundary
punctures, where it has jump discontinuities.
Let −g be the Harmonic conjugate of h, which is smooth in the interior
of D2. We define
a(s+ it) := g(s, t) + ih(s, t),
which is holomorphic in the interior of D2 and satisfies the correct boundary
condition. It remains to show that a has the above asymptotic behaviour
at its boundary punctures.
In the following we will use S0 > 0 to denote some sufficiently large real
number.
We fix a boundary puncture p ∈ ∂D2 of u. Choose a conformal identifi-
cation of the domain D2 with the strip {s+ it; 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} ⊂ C such that the
boundary-puncture p corresponds to s = +∞. An application of [21, Theo-
rem B] yields that there are C∞ functions v,w : {s+ it; 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} → Cn,
and a number λ > 0, such that
u(s+ it) = −
1
λ
e−λsv(t) +w(s, t), s ≥ S0,
holds in a Darboux chart centred at u(p). Moreover, there is a δ > 0 such
that
‖w(s, t)‖Ck [s,+∞) = O(e
−(λ+δ)s)
holds for s ≥ S0.
Let h+(s) := h(s, 1) and h−(s) = h(s, 0) denote h above restricted to the
respective boundary component of the strip. Recall that the contact form
is given by dz + θ, where θ is a one-form on P . Considering the expressions
h+(s1)− h+(s0) =
∫ s1
s0
u|{t=1}
∗(−θ)ds,
h−(s1)− h−(s0) =
∫ s1
s0
u|{t=0}
∗(−θ)ds,
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and using the above asymptotic expansion, it follows that
h±(s) = C± +O(e
−λs),(7.1) (
d
ds
)k
h±(s) = O(e
−λs), k = 1, 2, 3, . . .(7.2)
holds for s ≥ S0.
The Poisson kernel for the strip {s+ it; 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} is given by
P (s, t) = π
sinπt
coshπs− cos πt
,
as computed in [24], and the harmonic extension f(s, t) to the strip of a
function given by f+(s) along {t = 1} and f−(s) along {t = 0} is given by
the convolution
f(s, t) =(7.3)
=
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
(P (σ − s, t)f−(σ) + P (σ − s, 1− t)f+(σ)) dσ
=
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
(P (σ, t)f−(σ + s) + P (σ, 1 − t)f+(σ + s)) dσ.
Observe that the harmonic extension h(s, t) can be expressed by such a
convolution and, by the regularity of h±, it is C
∞ up to the boundary for
s ≥ S0. Likewise, the bounded harmonic function
h0(s, t) := C− + (C+ − C−)t
on the strip can expressed by a convergent convolution of the Poisson kernel
with its restriction to the boundary. Since
h(s, t)− h0(s, t) = O(e
−λs), t ∈ {0, 1}, s ≥ S0,
holds along the boundary of the strip by (7.1), using formula (7.3) we get
the estimate
(7.4) h(s, t) − h0(s, t) = O(e
−λs), s ≥ S0,
in the interior of the strip as well.
Since convolving with the Poisson kernel commutes with the operation
∂s, using (7.2) it similarly follows that
(7.5) (∂s)
kh(s, t) = O(e−λs), k > 0, s ≥ S0.
In order to find a bound for ∂th(s, t) we proceed as follows. Observe that
∂t(h− h0)(s, 1/2) =
=
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
∂tP (σ, 1/2) ((h−(σ + s)− C−)− (h+(σ + s)− C+)) dσ,
where
∂tP (s, 1/2) = π
2 cos πt cosh πs− 1
(coshπs− cos πt)2
∣∣∣∣
t=1/2
= O(e−2|s|)
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for |s| ≥ S0. Together with (7.1) we get the estimate
(7.6) ∂t(h− h0)(s, 1/2) = O(e
−λs)
for s ≥ S0. The harmonicity of (h−h0)(s, t) together with (7.5) implies that
∂2t (h− h0)(s, t) = −∂
2
s (h− h0)(s, t) = O(e
−λs),
which together with (7.6) can be integrated to give
∂t(h− h0)(s, t) = O(e
−λs), s ≥ S0.
The latter identity is equivalent to
(7.7) ∂th(s, t) = (C+ − C−) +O(e
−λs),
for s ≥ S0.
In particular, the Harmonic conjugate −g(s, t) of h(s, t) on the strip sat-
isfies
g(s, t) = B + (C+ − C−)s +O(e
−λs),
for some B ∈ R, as follows by integrating the Cauchy-Riemann equations
∂sg = ∂th, ∂tg = −∂sh,
together with the estimates (7.5) and (7.7).
This estimate together with (7.4) finally gives the sought asymptotic
bound of a(s + it) := g(s, t) + ih(s, t), after possibly choosing a smaller
λ > 0. 
Remark 7.2. In the case when θ = −dJPα = −dα(JP ·) for some smooth
function α : P → R, the map
(R× (P × R),R × Λ)→ (P × C, L)
(t, (p, z)) 7→ (p, t− α(p) + iz)
can be seen to pull back JP ⊕ i to the cylindrical lift of JP .
In the following we fix a regular compatible almost complex structure JP
on P which moreover is integrable in some neighbourhood of the double-
points of ΠLag(Λ).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since the projection πP is (J˜P , JP )-holomorphic, and
since JP is regular, Lemma 8.2 below implies that J˜P is regular as well and
that the smooth map
P : Ma;b(R× Λ; J˜P )/R→Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ),
u˜ 7→ πP ◦ u˜
is a local diffeomorphism. We will show that
(1) P is injective, and
(2) P takes values in every component of Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ).
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Observe that, since P has a natural extension to a map between the re-
spective compactifications of the above moduli spaces, it can be seen that
the image of P is closed (we refer to the proof of part (2) below for more
details about these compactifications). Together with the above properties,
it follows that P is a diffeomorphism.
We begin by making the following observation. The integrability of JP
in a neighbourhood of the double-points of ΠLag(Λ), together with the com-
patibility of JP , implies that dθ is a Ka¨hler form there. It is well-known
that dθ = −ddJP f holds in some possibly smaller neighbourhood, for some
smooth real-valued function f . Locally we have θ = −dJP f + dg for some
smooth real-valued function g. The function defined by
α(z) := f(z) + g(i · z)
in some local holomorphic chart thus satisfies −dJPα = θ. This fact will be
used in the proofs of both part (1) and (2).
(1): Since θ = −dJPα holds in some neighbourhood U ⊂ P of the double-
points, the identification made in Remark 7.2 can be applied to identify
(R× (U × R), J˜P ) with (U × C, JP ⊕ i).
Suppose that two J˜P -holomorphic discs u˜ and u˜
′ satisfy
u := P(u˜) = P(u˜′).
The boundary-condition implies that πC ◦ u˜|u−1(U) and πC ◦ u˜
′|u−1(U) are
holomorphic maps whose imaginary parts agree along the boundary, where
we have used the above identification. By a standard result, these maps
differ by a real constant on each component of u−1(U) that intersects ∂D2.
Note that u−1(U) ∩ ∂D˙2 6= ∅ by the behaviour of u near the boundary-
punctures. It thus follows that, after a translation of the t-coordinate, u˜
and u˜′ may be assumed to coincide on a non-empty open set. The union of
critical points
P := Crit(u˜) ∪Crit(u˜′) ⊂ D˙2
is a discrete set by [19, Theorem 3.5]. Now [19, Lemma 4.2] can be used
to show that the equality u˜ = u˜′ holds on a both open and closed subset of
intD˙2 \ P . In conclusion, u˜ = u˜′ holds on D˙2, which implies the injectivity.
(2): In the case when the assumptions of Remark 7.2 are satisfied, that is
when θ = −dJPα, Lemma 7.1 can be used to construct an explicit lift to a
JP -holomorphic disc, which immediately gives this property. In the general
case we proceed as follows.
The above moduli spaces can be compactified by using Gromov-Hofer
compactness. See [13] for the case of the moduli space of JP -holomorphic
polygons in P and [5] for the case of the moduli space of J˜P -holomorphic
discs in the symplectisation. The compactified moduli spaces are manifolds
having boundary with corners.
Points in the boundary strata of these moduli spaces correspond to so
called broken configurations. In this setting, a broken configuration can be
identified with a connected directed tree with the extra data consisting of
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• a pseudo-holomorphic disc in a moduli space as above assigned to
each vertex,
• a Reeb chord assigned to each directed edge,
and satisfying the following condition. Given an edge starting at the vertex
v1, ending at the vertex v2, and corresponding to the Reeb chord c, we
require the pseudo-holomorphic disc corresponding to v1 (respectively v2)
to have a negative (respectively positive) boundary-puncture at c.
A broken configuration can be glued to give a pseudo-holomorphic disc.
Recall that the sum of dθ-energies of the discs in a broken configuration
equals the dθ-energies of the corresponding glued pseudo-holomorphic disc.
We let
P : Ma;b(R× Λ; J˜P )/R→Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP )
be the natural extension of P to a continuous map on the compactified mod-
uli spaces, where the domain should be interpreted as the compactification
of the quotient Ma;b(R× Λ; J˜P )/R.
By the formula for the dθ-energy in terms of the action of Reeb chords,
together with the fact that there are only finitely many Reeb chords on Λ,
it follows that there are finitely many non-empty moduli spaces as above in
the case under consideration. Moreover, the above compactness theorems
imply that each moduli space has finitely many components.
We prove the theorem by induction on the dθ-energy. Assume that the
statement has been shown for every moduli space consisting of discs hav-
ing dθ-energy strictly less than A. We must now show that P maps into
each component of the moduli space Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ) consisting of JP -
holomorphic polygons having dθ-energy equal to A.
We begin with the case of a non-compact component of the moduli space
Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ), i.e. a component whose compactification has non-empty
boundary. Since each pseudo-holomorphic disc in a broken configuration
corresponding to a boundary-point has dθ-area strictly less than A, the
induction hypothesis implies that the above map P maps into its boundary.
Gluing a broken configuration in Ma;b(R × Λ; J˜P )/R being a point in the
preimage of such a boundary-point produces a solution contained in the
interior of Ma;b(R × Λ; J˜P )/R. Furthermore, this solution projects to the
corresponding component ofMa;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ), which finishes the claim in
this case.
The remainder of the proof concerns the case of a compact component of
Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ), i.e. a component that is a closed manifold. In this case
we proceed as follows to show the existence of a lifted solution.
Recall the existence of the smooth function α : U → R satisfying θ =
−dJPα, where U ⊂ P is a neighbourhood of the double-points. We choose
a cut-off function ρ : P → R≥0 having support inside U and which has the
property that ρ = 1 in a neighbourhood V ⊂ U of the double-points. We
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construct the smooth function
β : P × R→ R,
β(p) :=
{
ρ(p) · α(p), p ∈ U
0, p /∈ U.
Consider the one-parameter family of smooth one-forms λs on P × R
defined by
λs(p, z) :=
{
dz + sθ, p ∈ P \ U,
dz − dJP ((1 − s)β + sα), p ∈ U.
Observe that λ1 = dz+ θ coincides with the original contact form on P ×R
and that each λs coincides with the original contact form in the neighbour-
hood V × R containing the Reeb chords.
The induced one-parameter family ξs := kerλs ⊂ T (P × R) of tangent
hyper-plane fields satisfies the following properties for each s ∈ [0, 1].
• ξs is transverse to ∂z.
• ξs is invariant with respect to translations of the z-coordinate.
• ξs coincides with the contact-distribution ker(dz + θ) in V × R.
• dθ restricts to a symplectic form on ξs.
For every s ∈ [0, 1] we lift JP to a an almost complex structure Js on the
symplectisation R × (P × R) which is uniquely determined by the require-
ments that
• Js is invariant with respect to translations of the t and z-coordinates,
• Js∂t = ∂z,
• Jsξs = ξs, and
• πP is (Js, JP )-holomorphic.
First observe that, since ξ1 = ker(dz + θ) is the contact distribution, by
construction we have J1 = J˜P . For the same reasons, since ξs agrees with
the contact distribution in V × R, it follows that Js = J˜P in R × (V × R)
for each s ∈ [0, 1].
Second, it can be checked that J0 coincides with the pull-back of the
almost complex structure JP ⊕ i on P × C under the diffeomorphism
ι : R× (P × R)→ P × C,
(t, (p, z)) 7→ (p, t− β(p) + iz).
To that end, observe that the hypersurfaces {t} × P × R are mapped by ι
to level-sets of the smooth function
τ : P × C→ R,
(p, x+ iy) 7→ x+ β(p),
and that, since
ι∗(−dJP⊕iτ) = ι∗(dy − dJP β) = dz − dJP β = λ0,
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the (JP ⊕ i)-complex tangencies to the latter hypersurfaces correspond to
J0-complex tangencies to the former.
Recall that we want to lift a JP -holomorphic disc lying in a transversely
cut out closed component M ⊂ Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ). By using Lemma 7.1
together with the above (J0, JP⊕i)-holomorphic diffeomorphism ι we can lift
each u ∈ M to a finite-energy J0-holomorphic disc in the symplectisation.
We use M˜ ⊂ Ma;b(R × Λ;J0) to denote the component of the moduli
space containing these lifts, which is transversely cut out by Lemma 8.2.
Observe that M˜ is a closed manifold and that the above projection induces
a diffeomorphism M˜ →M.
Consider the connected component
W ⊂
⋃
s∈[0,1]
Ma;b(R× Λ;Js)
containing M˜. Again, the above projection induces a map P˜ : W → M,
which thus is of degree one when restricted to W ∩ {s = 0} = M˜.
Lemma 8.2 implies that W is transversely cut out, and is hence a smooth
finite-dimensional manifold. The goal is to show that W is compact. In this
case, since W is a compact cobordism from the closed manifold W ∩ {s =
0} = M˜ to the closed manifold W ∩ {s = 1}, it follows that P˜ restricted to
W∩{s = 1} has degree one as well. In particular,W∩{s = 1} is non-empty,
and there is a J˜P -holomorphic lift of any solution inside M.
To show the compactness of W we argue as follows. First, recall that
Js = J˜P in a neighbourhood of the form R× (V ×R) where V ×R contains
all the Reeb chords on Λ. In particular, outside of some compact subset of
the domain, two solutions in W are solutions to the same boundary-value
problem.
Second, since we have
R∂z = ker dθ ⊂ ker dλs, ι∂zλs = 1,
the pair (dθ, λs) is a so-called stable Hamiltonian structure on P ×R. More-
over, Js is compatible with this stable Hamiltonian structure in the sense
described in [5, Section 2.2]. In conclusion, it follows that the Gromov-Hofer
compactness applies to the moduli-space W of Js-holomorphic curves.
Furthermore, the computation
−dJs(t− (1− s)β) = λs + (1− s)d
JP β = dz + sθ
shows that the function t − (1 − s)β on the symplectisation is weakly Js-
convex. This implies that the maximum-principle holds for this function
pulled back to any Js-holomorphic curve, which prevents certain bad break-
ings.
The above shows that W may be compactified as usual. However, no se-
quence of curves inW can converge to a broken solution, since such a solution
necessarily would project under P˜ to a broken solution in the boundary of
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M ⊂ Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ), which is empty by assumption. It thus follows
that W was compact to begin with. 
8. Transversality for lifted discs
Let πP be (J, JP )-holomorphic. In this section we show that the transver-
sality of certain moduli spaces of J-holomorphic discs u˜ in the symplectisa-
tion of P × R follows from the transversality of the corresponding moduli
space of JP -holomorphic discs
P(u˜) := πP ◦ u˜.
It should be mentioned that we do not specify which functional-analytic
set-up we are using. On the other hand, the proofs use arguments applied
to solutions of a linearised problem which are smooth, as follows by elliptic
regularity. Hence, these arguments can be applied independently of the
functional-analytic set-up.
8.1. A sketch of the construction of the linearised operator. Here
we sketch the construction of the linearisations of the non-linear Cauchy-
Riemann operators under consideration.
The moduli spaces of the above JP -holomorphic discs are constructed as
the vanishing-locus of the section
u 7→ ∂JP u = du+ JP du ◦ i
of a bundle E0,1 → B. Here B denotes a Banach manifold consisting of maps
u : (D2, ∂D2) → (P,ΠLag(Λ)) in an appropriate Sobolev class. We refer to
[13] for more details.
By the linearisation of ∂JP at a JP -holomorphic disc u ∈ B we denote the
linear operator
Du := πF ◦ T∂JP : TuB → Ω
0,1(u∗TP ),
where πF is the projection to the fibre over u of the bundle E
0,1.
By the choice of a metric, one can make the identification
TuB ≃ Γ
(
u∗TP, u|∗∂D2T (ΠLag(Λ))
)
,
where the right-hand side denotes the space of sections in u∗TP which take
value in the sub-bundle u|∗∂D2T (ΠLag(Λ)) along the boundary. Observe that
we have to consider the completion of the space of smooth sections with
respect to an appropriate Sobolev norm, but that we have suppressed this
from the notation.
In the the case of the symplectisation R × (P × R) there are similar
constructions, where ∂J becomes a section in the bundle E˜
0,1 → B˜ over the
Banach manifold B˜ consisting of maps u˜ : (D˙2, ∂D˙2)→ (R×(P ×R),R×Λ)
in an appropriate Sobolev class (with positive weights). We refer to [1] and
[7] for examples of this, although the analytical set-up there differs from
that in [13].
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In any case, when B and B˜ consists of maps in suitable Sobolev spaces, the
linearisation Du at a solution u of the respective non-linear Cauchy-Riemann
operator is elliptic. We use
indexDu = dimkerDu − dim cokerDu
to denote its Fredholm index. In the case when the linearisation Du is
surjective, that is cokerDu = 0, it follows that a neighbourhood of u in its
moduli space is transversely cut out. In particular, this neighbourhood is a
smooth finite-dimensional manifold.
8.2. The transversality results. Let J be a (not necessarily cylindrical)
almost complex structure on R× (P ×R) that is invariant under translation
in the t and z-coordinates, satisfies J∂t = ∂z, and which has the property
that
πP : R× (P × R)→ P
is (J, JP )-holomorphic. Furthermore, we assume that J preserves the contact-
planes above neighbourhoods of the double-points of ΠLag(Λ) ⊂ P .
We fix the metric
g˜ := dt⊗ dt+ (πP )
∗(g) + (dz + θ)⊗ (dz + θ),
g(v1, v2) := dθ(v1, JP v2), vi ∈ TP,
on R× (P ×R), where g is the metric on P induced by the symplectic form
and choice of compatible almost complex structure. Observe that under the
splitting
T(t0,(p0,z0))(R× (P × R)) = R∂t ⊕ ker(dz + θ)⊕ R∂z
the exponential map induced by g˜ takes the form
e˜xp(t0,(p0,z0))(t, v, 0) = (t0 + t, (expp0(v), z0 + F (p0, v))),
e˜xp(t0,(p0,z0))(t, 0, z) = (t0 + t, p0, z0 + z),
where exp denotes the exponential map on P induced by the metric g, and
where F : P × ker(dz + θ)→ R is a smooth function.
We use e˜xp to make the identification
Tu˜B˜ ≃ Γ
(
u˜∗T (R× (P × R)), u˜|∗∂D2(T (R× Λ))
)
and exp to make the identification
TuB ≃ Γ
(
u∗TP, u|∗∂D2(TΠLag(Λ))
)
.
Writing u := πP ◦ u˜, the tangent-map
TπP : Γ(u˜
∗T (R× (P × R)))→ Γ(u∗TP )
has a canonical extension to
TπP : Ω
0,1(u˜∗T (R× (P × R)))→ Ω0,1(u∗TP ).
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Using the properties
πP ◦ e˜xp(0, v, 0) = exp(v),
πP ◦ e˜xp(t, 0, z) = exp(0),
TπP (∂J u˜) = TπP (du˜+ Jdu˜ ◦ i) = ∂JP (πP ◦ u˜)
it readily follows that
Lemma 8.1. For the above choices, and u = πP ◦ u˜, we have
TπP ◦Du˜ = Du ◦ TπP .
In particular, the restriction of TπP induces a linear map
TP : kerDu˜ → kerDu.
Lemma 8.2. Let J be as above, and consider a finite-energy J-holomorphic
disc
u˜ : (D˙2, ∂D˙2)→ (R× (P × R),R × Λ)
with punctures asymptotic to Reeb chords, and write u := πP ◦ u˜. It follows
that
indexDu˜ = indexDu + 1.
If Du is surjective it follows that Du˜ is surjective as well and, moreover,
that the tangent-map
TP : Tu˜(Ma;b(R× Λ;J)/R)→ Tu(Ma;b(ΠLag(Λ);JP ))
induced by the projection P is an isomorphism.
Proof. The statement concerning the indices follow from their expressions
in terms of the gradings of the Reeb chords (see Section 4.2.4).
We now investigate kerTP = kerDu˜ ∩ ker TπP where
ker TπP ⊂ Γ
(
u˜∗T (R× (P × R)), u˜|∗∂D2(T (R× Λ))
)
consists of sections in the one-dimensional trivial complex sub-bundle whose
fibre is given by R〈∂t, ∂z〉.
Using the fact that J is invariant under translation of the t and z-
coordinates, it follows that Du˜|ker TπP can be identified with the standard
Cauchy-Riemann operator on this trivial complex bundle. Hence, ker TP ⊂
kerTπP can be seen to consist of holomorphic sections.
Using the identification of x + iy ∈ C with x∂t + y∂z, such a section is
moreover identified with a holomorphic function h : D˙2 → C. By elliptic
regularity for the solutions in kerDu˜, we may suppose that h extends to a
continuous function on the closed unit disc.
Since the linearised boundary condition moreover implies that h is real
(i.e. takes values in R∂t) when restricted to the boundary, it now follows
that h is constant and real. In other words,
ker TP = R∂t
is one-dimensional.
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In conclusion, we have shown that
1 + dimkerDu ≥ dimkerDu˜.
In the case when cokerDu = 0, we have
indexDu˜ = 1 + indexDu = 1 + dimkerDu,
which together with the above inequality yields indexDu˜ ≥ dimkerDu˜.
Finally, this implies that indexDu˜ = dimkerDu˜, and thus that cokerDu˜ =
0. From this it also follows that TP is an isomorphism. 
Let V be an exact Lagrangian cobordism arising as φ1H(R × Λ
′), where
the Hamiltonian flow
φsH(t, (p, z)) = (t, (p, z − sσ(t)))
is as described in Section 5.4. In other words, σ(t), σ(t)′ ≥ 0, σ(t) has
support contained in [N,+∞), and σ′(t) has compact support. We also
assume that (R × Λ) ∪ V only has transverse double-points and that its
Legendrian ends are chord-generic. For the cylindrical lift J˜P to R × (P ×
R) of a compatible almost complex structure JP on P , observe that the
projection again induces a map
P : Mf ;a,e,b((R × Λ) ∪ V ; J˜P )→Mf ;a,e,b(ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λ
′);JP ),
u˜ 7→ πP ◦ u˜,
of moduli spaces, where f and e denote either Reeb-chords or double-points.
Lemma 8.3. Let J˜P be the cylindrical lift of JP and consider u˜ ∈ Mf ;a,e,b((R×
Λ) ∪ V ; J˜P ) and u := πP ◦ u˜ as above. It follows that
indexDu˜ = indexDu
in the case when e is a double-point and
indexDu˜ = indexDu + 1
in the case when e is a Reeb chord. Moreover, the following holds:
(1) Suppose that JP is integrable in a neighbourhood of the double-points
of ΠLag(P ). If πP ◦ u˜ is constant, i.e. u˜ is a strip contained a plane
of the form R× ({q} × R), it follows that u˜ is transversely cut out.
(2) If the negative puncture e is mapped to a double-point of (R×Λ)∪V
and if JP is regular, then u˜ is transversely cut out as well.
Proof. The statement concerning the indices again follow from their expres-
sions in terms of the gradings of the Reeb chords and the double-points (see
Sections 4.2.4 and 5.2).
Observe that Lemma 8.1 applies in this setting as well, that is, the pro-
jection TπP induces a map
TP : kerDu˜ → kerDu.
(1): We assume that the domain of u˜ is D2 \ {p0, p1} and that its image
is contained in the plane R × ({q} × R) living over a double-point q ∈
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ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λ
′) ⊂ P . We use L± ⊂ TqP denote the tangent-planes of the
two branches of ΠLag(Λ ∪ Λ
′) at q. Furthermore, we make a conformal
identification of the domain D2 \ {p0, p1} with {s+ it; t ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ C.
We consider an element ζ˜(s+ it) ∈ kerDu˜ and let ζ(s+ it) := TP(ζ˜). We
begin by showing that ζ(s+ it) = 0.
By the integrability assumption, there is a holomorphic chart near q ∈
(P, JP ) which moreover induces an identification TqP ≃ C
n. Without loss
of generality we may assume that the subspace L− is identified with the
real-part Rn ⊂ Cn while L+ is the real span of {e
iθjej}j=1,...,n, where ei
denotes the standard basis of Cn, and 0 < θi < π.
Because of the integrability of JP near q, the linearisation Du at the
constant solution u : D2 \ {p0, p1} → {q} ⊂ P is the standard Cauchy-
Riemann operator on sections ζ : D2 \ {p0, p1} → C
n ≃ TqP . In the above
choice of holomorphic coordinates, it follows that the j:th component ζj(s+
it) solves the boundary-value problem
∂sζj(s+ it) + i∂tζj(s+ it) = 0,
ζj(s+ i0) ∈ R,
ζj(s+ i1) ∈ Re
iθj .
In particular ζj(s + it) is holomorphic. Again, elliptic regularity implies
that ζ has a continuous extension to the boundary of the unit disc. Since
θj 6= 0, the open mapping theorem shows that the holomorphic function ζj
satisfying the above boundary conditions must vanish identically.
In conclusion, an element ζ˜ ∈ Du˜ satisfies
TP(ζ˜) = 0
and must hence be tangent to u˜. In other words, it corresponds to an
infinitesimal conformal reparametrisation of the domain, from which the
claim follows.
(2): As in the proof of Lemma 8.2 we will investigate ker TP = kerDu˜ ∩
kerTπP . Again, it follows that kerTπP ⊂ Γ(u˜
∗T (R × (P × R))) consists
of the sections of the trivial complex bundle whose fibre x∂t + y∂z can
be identified with x + iy ∈ C. Recall that, since J˜P is invariant under
translation of the t and z-coordinates, elements of ker TP can be identified
with holomorphic functions h : D˙2 → C that, by elliptic regularity, have a
continuous extension to the boundary of the closed unit disc.
The linearised boundary condition implies that{
h(s+ i0) ∈ R,
h(s+ i1) ∈ R(1− iσ′(R)),
where we have used an appropriate identification of D2 \ {p0, p1} with {s+
it; t ∈ [0, 1]} ⊂ C. By using the open-mapping theorem it can be seen that
h actually maps into the cone (−1)kR≥0(1 − iσ
′(R)) for some k ∈ {0, 1}
(recall that σ′(R) ⊂ R≥0).
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Figure 3. The shaded region is the cone (−1)kR≥0(1 −
iσ′(R)) for k = 1. The arrow schematically depicts the be-
haviour of h along the (oriented) boundary near the negative
puncture p when k = 1.
The linearised boundary condition has a discontinuity at the negative
boundary-puncture p ∈ ∂D2 mapping to the double-point e. It follows that
h must vanish there. Suppose that the t-coordinate takes the value t0 at the
double-point e and observe that σ′(t0) > 0 by construction. Examining the
linearised boundary condition near the puncture p one sees that, for each
σ′(t0) > δ > 0, there is some ǫ > 0 for which
h(eiθp) ∈
{
(−1)kR≥0(1− i(σ
′(t0) + (−δ, δ))), 0 ≥ θ > −ǫ,
(−1)kR≥0, ǫ > θ ≥ 0,
where we have holomorphically identified the domain of h with the unit disc.
See Figure 3 for a schematic picture.
Unless h vanishes identically, a Schwarz-reflection together with the open
mapping theorem shows that the image of h must intersect the open quad-
rant
{x+ iy; x, y ∈ (−1)kR>0}.
Together with σ′(R) ⊂ R≥0, this contradicts the fact that the image of h is
contained inside of the cone (−1)kR≥0(1− iσ
′(R)).
In conclusion, we have shown that TP is injective and hence that
indexDu˜ = indexDu = dimkerDu ≥ dimkerDu˜.
This implies that dimcokerDu˜ = 0, i.e. that u˜ is transversely cut out. 
Remark 8.4. The integrability condition in part (1) of the above lemma can
be dropped. Using a separation of variables, the corresponding linearised
equation can be solved in the general case as well. By analysing such a solu-
tion it can be shown that its projection ζ(s+ it) either vanishes identically
or blows up near a puncture. In the above proof, the open mapping theorem
is used in order to deduce this.
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Appendix A.
The following standard lemma is used in the invariance proof.
Lemma A.1. Let V be an exact Lagrangian cobordism from Λ− to Λ in the
symplectisation (R × Y, d(etλ)). Let V ′ = φ1Hs(V ) be an exact Lagrangian
cobordism from Λ− to Λ
′ which is Hamiltonian isotopic to V (we allow
Λ− = ∅).
If φsHs is supported in [−N,+∞) ×K for some compact set K ⊂ Y and
N > 0, then there exists an exact Lagrangian cobordism W from Λ to Λ′
satisfying that
• V ⊙W is isotopic to V ′ by a compactly supported Hamiltonian iso-
topy, and
• W is Hamiltonian isotopic to R × Λ by a Hamiltonian isotopy as
above.
Remark A.2. In particular, this lemma can be applied to the Hamiltonian
isotopy of W that it produces.
Proof. Take a sufficiently large number A > 0 such that V ∩ {t ≥ A} and
V ′ ∩ {t ≥ A} both are cylindrical. Consider a smooth cut-off function
ρ : R → R satisfying 0 ≤ ρ(t) ≤ 1, ρ|(−∞,A] = 1, and whose support is
contained inside (−∞, B] for some B > A.
We define
Ws := ((−∞, A] × Λ) ∪ φ
s
(1−ρ)H (V ∩ {t ≥ A}),
and observe that W0 = R × Λ, while W := W1 is an exact Lagrangian
cobordism from Λ to Λ′.
To infer that W1 is cylindrical outside of a compact set we have used the
assumption that Hs has support inside R ×K where K is compact, which
implies that φsH([−k, k] ×K) ⊂ R ×K, k = 1, 2, 3, . . . is an exhaustion by
compact sets.
We can make the identification
V ⊙W = φ1(1−ρ)H (V ),
where the right-hand side obviously is exact Lagrangian isotopic to V ′ via
the compactly supported isotopy
Vλ := φ
1
(1−λρ)H (V ), V0 = V
′, V1 = V ⊙W
parametrised by λ ∈ [0, 1].
Finally, W is Hamiltonian isotopic to R × Λ via a Hamiltonian isotopy
having support in [A,+∞)×K by construction. 
For the following lemma, we assume that g is a metric on Λ for which
(f, g) constitutes a Morse-Smale pair. We let (C•Morse(f), df ) denote the
induced Morse co-complex. Recall that L ⊂ R× (P ×R) is a manifold with
a cylindrical end
L ∩ {t ≥ −2} = [−2,+∞)× Λ ⊂ R× (P × R),
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and that F± are Morse-functions on L as defined in Section 6.2.1.
Lemma A.3. Consider a metric on L which coincides with dt⊗ dt+ g on
{t ≥ 0}. After a perturbation of this metric and of the function F−, we may
assume that the induced Morse co-complex satisfies
(C•Morse(F−), dF−) = (C
•
Morse(F+)⊕C
•−1
Morse(f), dF−),
where
dF− =
(
dF+ 0
Γ df
)
.
In other words, (C•Morse(F−), dF−) = Cone(Γ) is the mapping-cone of a
chain-map
Γ : (C•Morse(F−), dF−)→ (C
•
Morse(f), df ).
Proof. By considering the action-filtration of this Morse co-complex it fol-
lows that the sub-space
C•−1Morse(f) ⊂ C
•
Morse(F−)
is a sub-complex. The only non-trivial part of the above statement is thus
that the differential dF− restricted to this sub-complex may be assumed to
coincide with df .
We restrict our attention to the domain
U := [0, B]× Λ ⊂ L ⊂ R× (P ×R),
on which we let s := et|U be the restriction. We construct the one-parameter
family
Fλ(s, p) := ǫ
2α(s) + ((1 − λ)s+ λα(s))η2f(p), λ ∈ [0, 1],
of smooth functions on U , where α(s) and f are as constructed in Section
6.2.1. One can check that Fλ is a one-parameter family of functions all
whose negative gradients point outwards of U , and such that F0 = F−|U .
Recall that α(s) = s for s ≤ eA−1, α(eB+1/2) = 0, and α′(eB) < 0. The
critical points of Fλ satisfy
(ǫ2α′(s) + ((1 − λ) + λα′(s))η2f(p))ds + ((1 − λ)s+ λα(s))η2df(p) = 0.
For ǫ > η > 0 sufficiently small, it follows that critical points (t, p) of Fλ
are in bijection with critical points p of f , and have t-coordinate satisfying
A ≤ t < B. Moreover, since α′′(s) < 0 for s ∈ [eA, eB ], the critical points of
Fλ are all non-degenerate.
Recall that eA is the unique critical point of α(s), and that α(eA) > 0. All
critical points of F1 are thus contained in the hypersurface {t = A}. Since
F1 is of the form α(s)(ǫ
2+ η2f) in a neighbourhood of this hypersurface, we
may assume that (F1, dt⊗ dt+ g) is a Morse-Smale pair for which
(C•Morse(F1), dF1) = (C
•−1
Morse(f), df )
under the obvious identification of critical points.
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Consider the canonical projection
π : U = [0, B]× Λ→ Λ,
which maps gradient flow lines of (Fλ, dt⊗dt+g) to (reparametrised) gradient
flow lines of (f, g).
Any gradient flow line of Fλ which is tangent to the t-direction in U must
be contained entirely in a line of the form R×{p}, where p is a critical point
of f . In particular, such a gradient flow line cannot connect two critical
points.
Consequently, a non-trivial gradient flow line of negative expected dimen-
sion occurring in the family (Fλ, dt ⊗ dt + g), which connects two critical
points, projects under π to a non-trivial (reparametrised) gradient flow-line
of (f, g) in Λ, which moreover connects the corresponding critical points of
f . An index computation implies that they both have the same expected
dimension.
Since (f, g) is a Morse-Smale pair by assumption, the above argument
shows that there cannot be any non-trivial gradient flow lines of negative
expected dimension in the family (Fλ, dt⊗dt+g). It follows that this family
induces a trivial cobordism of the rigid gradient flow lines.
After a generic perturbation of this family, we conclude that
(C•Morse(F0), dF0) = (C
•
Morse(F1), dF1),
where the complex on the left is obtained by some generic perturbation of
the pair (F0, dt⊗ dt+ g).
Finally, this shows that we may assume that the sub-complex
(C•−1Morse(f), df ) ⊂ (C
•
Morse(F−), dF−)
has a differential given by
dF− |C(f) = dF0 |C(f) = dF1 |C(f) = df .

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